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Candidate stresses
student interaction
Jay Young
The BG News

Presidential candidate Sharon Wallace Wilted campus Monday. She la speaking at an open forum that took place
in Olictmp Hall.

GOP
reveals
deficit
plans
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Senate
Republicans out to erase
the federal deficit unveiled
options Monday for saving
money by braking Medicare's growth, giving states
more power over Medkald
and welfare and trimming
other benefits.
Included Is a plan for
altering the way the
government calculates Inflation, a change that would
shrink cost-of-llvlng Increases to beneficiaries of
many programs. Including
Social Security.
The suggestions, compiled by a Senate GOP task
force seeking savings In the
mammoth programs, would
cut projected spending by
nearly $600 billion over five
yours. They would affect
tens of millions of Americans and, If pursued, ignite
a bitter political struggle
with Democrats, advocates
for seniors and others who
have long defended the targeted programs.
"Hopefully, these proposals will not cause a buckling
of political knees, but rather
help pave the way to better
programs, smaller and more
efficient government and a
balanced budget." said the
See DEFICIT, page six.

University presidential candidate Sharon Wallace briefly addressed a wide range of issues at
an open forum Monday afternoon
In Olscamp Hall.,
Wallace, vice
president for
Academic Affairs at North
Dakota State
University, said
her current position limits the
amount of student contact
she has now.
As University
president. Wallace said she would
want to stay In touch with the
students.
"1 would realty work hard to
have Interaction with students,"
Wallace said. "As academic vice
president it becomes a little difficult, so I have searched out for as
many ways as I can."
Wallace shared with the mostly
employee audience her plans to
spend a week In the residence
halls at NDSU.
"I'm going to go live In the residence halls during the first week
of April. Some people think that Is
kind of crazy." Wallace said. "I
think It Is Important to get Into
the residence halls and have an

opportunity to live with, Interact
with, eat with students and to
really get a feel for the Issues that
are Important to them."
Junior Nathan Boyle, a history
major, asked Wallace what she
would do about the decreasing
student life and population on
campus. Wallace said work needs
to be done to Improve the residence halls.
"Until we begin to shift (condition of the residence halls] and
maybe do some remodeling, we
may continue to have a question
about that," she said.
Boyle said he was Impressed
with Wallace.
"She seems to know a lot of the
concerns the University Is going
to have to address," Boyle said.
"She sounds like somebody that
Is ready to make the next step up
to the presidency."
Wallace shared with the audience how she would work as
president of the University.
"I believe In strong planning,"
Wallace said. "I think you will find
that I have a lot of creative energy.
Many people refer to me as a
change agent, and I think that Is
probably not too Inaccurate."
Wallace, the fourth of six candidates to visit the University,
said she Is committed to the education system.
"I am very committed to state-

assisted public education," Wallace said. "I come from a background of teacher education, so
I'm very Interested In teaching
and learning and undergraduate
educaUon, but In an Institution
that also has some emphasis and
Interest In advancing Its graduate
and research programs."

'I'm going to live in
the residence halls
during the first
week of April. Some
people think that is
kind of crazy.'
Sharon Wallace
presidential candidate
Wallace said an institution the
size of the University should be
able to Increase Its donation base.
"An Institution the size of Bowling Green, with the alumni base
that you have and the potential to
tap business and Industry, could
certainly be growing at even a
greater rate." Wallace said. "1
think this is a major need and one
that should be given priority by
the new president."

Nominee targets communication
Jay Young
The BG News
Sharon Wallace believes If the University is ready to make the next step In education excellence, she can make a positive
difference as University president.
"The real Issue Is what Is it that the Institution wants at this particular point In
time." Wallace said. "Are they ready to
move to the next level of academic excellence, and If they have Interest in re-

nisms that would be workable to have
good Interaction with the students and
the same with faculty and department
chairs," Wallace said. "It could be having
them over to the house. It could be walking around campus and stopping and
visiting."
One of the student issues Wallace said
a president cannot lose touch with Is the
cost of education.
"If we're really going to keep education
accessible to students, then we have to

sponding to the issues that they have
Identified and making some changes,
then I would have Interests In the position."
If chosen to be president, Wallace said
she would bring strong planning skills
and a desire to work with alumni, legislators and the Board of Trustees.
Despite the many roles a president has
to fill, Wallace said she would make the
students a priority.
"I think there are a variety of mecha-

make sure we don't get out of touch with
the Issues of affordabulty." Wallace said.
Wallace said she would not change the
current administration structure without
Input.
"My style Is to visit with people and
spend more time than Just a glance at an
organizational chart." Wallace said.
Wallace received her bachelor's and
master's degrees In education from Ohio
University. She
See WALLACE, page fire.

Carrot Top's jokes, antics wow audience
Renowned comedian returns
to BG for repeat performance
Lindsey Krout
The BG News
'Bowling Green was revisited by a large carrot - Carrot Top, that Is.
He performed Sunday night at Anderson Arena.
The opening act was Odd Girl Out. a band from Cleveland - also
back by popular demand.
Carrot Top was greeted by a high-energy audience which was entertained between acts by a beach ball bouncing among the people and
impromptu dancing from some audience members. His arrival prompted a standing ovation.
"I have never had a standing ovation when I come out." he said.
That was Just Incredible."
Carrot Top's act Included a mix of stand-up and sight gags, usually
gadgets made from household Items.
The most popular Included a toilet bowl brush for Rush Limbaugh's
"toothbrush," an Imitation of the Wendy's poster girl and his version of
the Crash Test Dummies.
Students cheered when he Joked about some of the hazards of residence hall life.
"I get busted for having a hot plate in my room, and the guy next
door to me has a bong," he said. "Hurry up guys, we're all going down!"
Carrot Top originally visited Bowling Green during the fall semester.
He said It was unusual for him to come back to a campus so soon after
a first visit
"Usually 1 wait a year or two before coming back to keep the act
fresh," he said. "But I was asked to come back, and the crowd was so
great last time that I decided to come back."
He also noticed the dynamics between him and the crowd were also
different due to the size of the venue.
See CARROT TOP, page seven.

Student leaders discuss
voter apathy.
Page 4.
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A U.S. astronaut will join
Russian cosmonauts in
space. They are scheduled
to launch today.
Page 6.

The men's bawbal team
lost a pair of 6-5 decisions
to EKU and UWM over
the weekend.
Page 8.
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Intent
of
contract
is
clear
The BG News
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Committee should
review its findings
White men in suits.
Despite the University Gender Equity Research
Group's claim that gender discrimination does not exist,
it is unfortunately white men in suits who have the power
at this institution.
Faculty Senate formed an ad hoc committee that found
significant salary and promotion inequities for female
faculty members. University President Paul Olscamp did
hot agree and formed GERG, which recently concluded
there were no inequities.
Faculty Senate and many faculty members ~ both male
and female — disagree and have voiced their concerns at
hearings about gender equity in recent weeks. Obviously,
the fact that there is a discrepancy on the issue indicates
a problem.
At Monday's Presidential Search Committee forum,
open to everyone including students, administrators,
faculty and staff, the majority of those present were white
^male faculty members and administrators. While they do
not get to vote, their input is considered.

Few issues m recent politics
have caused as much controversy, or been so misrepresented, as the Republican Contract
with America. Although starting
out as a simple platform for Republican House candidates, the
Contract has turned Into a litmus
lest for the entire country.
Unfortunately, what had the
potential to be a forum for a real
debate on the direction of this
countiy has turned, into a rhetorical shouting match. Liberals
write columns and editorials,
some on the editorial page and
some elsewhere In the paper disguised as real "news." which
malign the Contract as the end of
civilization as we know It
I had not intended to write a
column on the Contract, preferring instead to let the general populace of the University make Its
own informed decisions. That has
become Impossible when we are
constantly fed a diet of misrepresentations, distortions and outright lies by members of the faculty and writers of The New»
The intent of the Contract Is
clear. It Is not to punish the poor,
slash and bum every program or
take away the rights of the people.
Rather. It has always been Intended to present debate Issues
that have for far too long been
kept out of the public forum by
Democrats In Congress, knowing
as they did most of the Issues In
the Contract enjoy overwhelming
support from the people of this
country.
Nothing Is promised In the Contract except a vote In the House

Arthur

Sido

on all Its provisions in the first
100 days. Many items will Indeed
not be passed, either In the
House, the Senate or by President
Cllnton"s veto pen. Others will be
changed to make them more acceptable to both parties. But to
hear liberals caterwauling, you
would think a new dictatorship
had taken up residence in the
House of Representatives.
Instead of outright elimination
of programs like WIC. food
stamps, school lunches, funding
for the phantom 100.000 new
police officers, public broadcasting and the National Endowment
for the Arts, the Contract always
seems to be make these programs
more cost efficient without hurting their Intent. This Is generally
accomplished by sending the discretion and responsibility for the
administration of these programs
back to the states. In accordance
with the tenets of the oftenIgnored 10th Amendment.
However, those on the Left simply cannot get over their blind devotion to the wisdom of our federal government. They apparently
believe that only the federal
government can effectively prioritize decisions for over 250 million
widely diverse people In 50 states.

" ..when liberals are faced with innovative
proposals they turn reactionary and fight
change tooth and nail.

Yet. despite comprehensive evidence, the federal government
cannot even accomplish Its two
most basic tasks: delivering the
mall and defending our borders.
What the debate over the Contract and Its decisions boll down
to Is this - when liberals are '
faced with Innovative proposals,
they turn reactionary and fight
change tooth and nail. Almost
everyone agrees that a generally
balanced budget would benefit
this country.
put the Left, on the one hand,
opposes a balanced budget
arnpidrnent to the Constitution,
saying Its discipline Is not needed
to balance the budget: on the
other hand, it begins shrieking
the sky is falling every time a dol- l
lar Is cut from one of their sacred
cow programs.
The Left cannot have It both
ways. If you are going to balance
the budget, you must commit to
doing so with an amendment and
get down to the business of limiting the growth of spending, which
Is actually all that is needed to ■
balance our budget.
Look In our newspapers and
those scare tactic pamphlets that
are hanging around campus, and
needed. Every person In this

country has something to lose In
any cut. But we will continue to
run up debt for future generaUons If we do not drop this selfish
"not-my-program" attitude.
Actually. I do not really mind
the generally myopic view of the
Democratic Party. As long as they
Insist deficit spending and social
engineering are the only solutions
to the nation's problems, they will
continue to suffer losses like last
November.
This country Is undeniably becoming more and more conservative, despite the admonitions of
John Bernard, who seems to
think those In the Ivory towers of
this University reflect the attitudes of the rest of the countiy.
I do, however, have a problem
with the smear campaign of Democrats and liberals. But the best
solution to this one-sided debate
Is not for my to write an endless
stream of columns and letters. If
you consider yourself to be
someone with an Independent
mind, look Into the real Contract
with America.
If you still disagree with Its
premise based on an Informed
decision, then that Is your right.
But do not make a decision based
on lies and half- truths.
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Therefore, it is vital for women to be voicing their concerns, whether it be about a new University president or
their own status.
It is therefore also a necessity for the University administration to honor the female members of the staff with
the respect, salaries and promotions they deserve.
The News believes GERG needs to review its findings
and seriously take into consideration the comments
made by people and meet with members of the Faculty
Senate's ad hoc committee to compare their findings, if
they have not already.
While unqualified women should not be hired simply
because they are women, they should be receiving the
money and status they deserve. If they are doing the same
work as a male professor, then they should make the
same amount of money and have the same title and status.
, There are a number of departments where women are
not full professors and yet they do the same amount of
work. This is unfair and needs to be amended.
It shouldn't even be an issue. The New* urges GERG to
re-evaluate its findings, look at all professors, their responsibilities and salaries. Then the administration
needs to stop avoiding the problem and take positive
steps to overcome it. It's as simple as that.
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Blacks head right
back to segregation
I am writing this letter In response to all the responses to the
letter Jennifer Keyes wrote about
the blacks being given 28 days of
recognition.
First, we all have freedom of
speech, whites and blacks alike,
so anything already written was
done so fairly. I feel that the
blacks have led themselves right
back to the segregation for which
they fought so hard to be freed
from.
They have done so by forming
their own secluded dubs, groups
and contests. Whites don't have
an NAAWP, they don't have a
White History Month, they don't
have a counterpart to the Ms.
Bronze Contest, yet a black person has won Homecoming Queen
or King the last couple of years.
The entire country -- white,
black etc. - has Martin Luther
King Jr. Day off of work or school,
yet no one gets Presidents' Day
off. If It were not for Abraham Uncoln. slavery may soil exist today.
Blacks get such ridiculous activists such as Rev. Jesse Jackson
to protest such uncontrollable issues as there not being enough
blacks In upper- management

positions in professional sports.
There is that small technicality
called qualification and experience needed to obtain these positions.
Color doesn't matter, you need
a lot of money, knowledge and experience - not that blacks abstain from this. The most qualified person gets the Job. regardleas of race.
So If the blacks here think
Keyes Is naive, so be it. But If you
want everyone to be equal and
desegregated. I think a deeper
look must be taken in all directions.
Ryan English
Junior
Criminal Justice

Alumni couple are
embarrassed by fans
My wife Nona and I ('78 and '79
graduates, respectively) enjoyed
watching the University hockey
team handily beat the Ohio State
last month here in Columbus.
We, however, did not enjoy sitting
in the stands with the Bowling
Green fans.
We never miss an opportunity
to tell our two daughters about
BG Hockey and its proud tradition. We tell them about Kenny

Morrow and Mark Wells when
they played at BG and about their
historic win at Lake Placid as part
of the 1980 Orymplc Team.
We also like to take them to
games when BG Is in town. Unfortunately, after last month's experience, we will be careful not to sit
m the BG section at the next
game.
Throughout the game I was
embarrassed to have my six- and
nine-year-old daughters subjected to a constant barrage of profanity. At one point OSU's mascot
walked by the BG crowd, when for
absolutely no good reason at all a
fan with a BG sweatshirt stood up
In his seat in front of us and gestured angrily to the mascot using
the middle finger on both hands.
That kind of thing Is easy for me
to Ignore, but my daughters
looked at me with bewilderment
wanting some kind of explanation, for which I had none.
Anyone with small children
knows what I am talking about
The way I see It BG Is a class
act on the ice. Can't we show that
same kind of class In the stands?
I've always been proud of the reputation Bowling Green has
earned for itself and the type of
people associated with the Uni-

versity. Last month however. I
was embarrassed.
Ma the w K. McGulre
University alumnus

Beauty of nature
dominates synthetics
Much applause to Roark Littlefield for his revealing Insights Into
American culture. The only way
to preserve ourselves Is to
preserve things of the past while
continuing to Improve our surroundings. The abolishment of
museums, libraries and other archival or preservatlonal collections would be detrimental, even
fatal, to us as a human race.
I find It absolutely frightening
that someone could think that
something synthetic could be
more beautiful than something as
mysterious as nature. It was
created by someone or something
so amazingly powerful that we
cannot despite all our efforts, reenact this creation. If our environment dies, so will we.
Thanks again to Uttlefldd for
an enjoyable and insightful column.
Heather Robinson
Junior
Liberal Studies

Headlines
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THEY
SAID IT

/If!
ampus
orner
guartet, flutist
to perform at
University
The heralded Shanghai
Quartet will Join flutist Eugenia Zukerman for a performance April 29 In the
Bowling Green Festival Series.
The ensemble replaces
Grupo Corpo, the Brazilian
dance troupe that canceled
Its Feb. 10 appearance.
Bowling Green's College of
Musical Arts Is contacting
Festival Series subscribers
and will be sending them
tickets for the April 29 performance, which will begin
at 8 p.m. In Kobacker Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Formed at the Shanghai
Conservatory in 1983. the
Shanghai Quartet members
are Welgang U. violin: Ytwen
Jiang, violin: Honggang I.I.
viola: and James Wilson,
cello.
Hailed as one of the leading quartets of Its generation, the ensemble has collaborated with numerous
distinguished musicians,
Including pianists Peter
Frank! and Lillian Kalllr.
guitarist Eliot Flsk. vlollst
Arnold Stelnhardt and cellist Carter Brey.
Zukerman appears regularly with orchestras In solo
and duo recitals and In
chamber music ensemble.
This season she has played
In chamber music concerts
with such artists as Emanuel Ax and Yo-Yb Ma In New
York. Boston and Washington. D.C. Her recordings can
be heard on the CBS
Masterworks. Pro Arts. Vox
Cum Laude and Newport
Classic labels.
In addition to her already
hectic performing schedule,
she Is the commentator on
the arts for the television
show "CBS Sunday Morning" and an accomplished
writer with two published
novels and three screenplays.
Tickets for performances
are $26, $ 19 and $ 12 and
can be purchased at the
MMAC Box Office or reservixl by calling 372-8171 or
1 800-589-2224. Tickets
may IK- charged using Discover. MasterCard or Visa.

"We are dedicated ... to teaching the
gospel of peace, to the promotion of
civility and mutual respect among people everywhere..."

ACROSS
THE STATE
Patient information
via computers

DAYTON - Area hospitals have
begun speeding up patient treatment In emergency rooms by using computers to share medical
records electronically, officials
announced on Monday.
Within seconds, doctors at one
hospital can And out when and for
what ailment a patient was
treated at one of six other hospitals, said Steven Hal], senior vice
president of Information Systems
at Miami Valley Hospital.
"More importantly, you can
even start to collect and bring
back - within mtriutes -- health
information that may be very Important In treating the patient,"
Hall said.
To the patient. It brings a continuity of care regardless of what
health-care facility they're at." he
added.
Hall said he believes the $7.5
million system will serve as a
model for hospitals across the
country.
"The quicker we can get Information, the quicker we can deliver
our care to our patients," said Dr.
Robert Uptmor, director of emer-

■Gordon Hinckley,president of Mormon Church

already been done on a patient, he
said.
The hospitals began working on
the system about two years ago to
Getting patient's medical reImprove health care and reduce
cords normally takes 15 minutes
paperwork. It began operating
to an hour If they are at the hospilast month.
tal where the patient Is admitted
Hall said more than 50 miles of
and up to two days If the records
high-speed, fiber-optic cable was
are at a different hospital. Other
laid to electronically connect the
options are to get the Information
seven hospitals.
over the telephone or by telefax.
Information on more than 3 mil"With this system, Its a matter
lion patient visits to the hospitals
of two to three minutes," he said.
over the past three years now are
For example. If a patient comes
available via computer.
to the emergency room complainIn addition, five of the seven
ing of breathing difficulties, dochospitals have put more detailed
tors cannot be sure tight away
patient Information into the comwhether It Is a problem with the
puter such as lab reports and the
heart, lungs or something else.
results of heart tests.
Uptmor said.
"There are other folks around
the state that are looking Into do"Ifyou can pull up Information
ing similar-type programs," said
that tells you this person has had
Mary Yost, spokeswoman for the
congestive heart failure... In the
Ohio Hospital Association. "But I
past, you would be able to say
think Dayton might be out front."
with a high probability that's
The hospitals linked by the
what the problem Is. and I'm goare Miami Valley. St. Eliing to treat him this way." Uptmor system
zabeth's. Children's Medical
said. "Ifyou can get this InformaCenter.
Ketterlng Memorial Hostion In two minutes, that's expital, Good Samaritan Hospital
tremely helpful."
and Health Center. Grandvlew
The system could reduce
Hospital and Medical Center and
health-care costs by avoiding
Wright-Patterson Medical Center.
tests and lab work that may have
gency medicine at St. Elizabeth
Medical Center.
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WASHINGTON - A giant leap
for frogdom — and maybe people,
too?
A space shuttle experiment that
shows frogs can reproduce In orbit has proven that embryo development common to all vertebrates. Including humans, can
take place In the absence of gravity, said Steven D. Black, an cm bryologlst at Reed College In Portland. Ore.
"These frogs showed that embryos can go through the early
landmark stages of development
okay." Black said Monday. "Humans go through these same
stages."
Kenneth A. Souza of NASA's
Ames Research Center In Moffett
Field. Calif., said the study supports the Idea that one day humans will be able to reproduce In
orbit But he cautioned that
much more study Is needed before that could ever be attempted.
'We don't see any reason to
suspect that fetal development
could not be accomplished normally In the absence of gravity."
said Souza. 'That Includes hu-

Black, Souza and Richard J.
Wassersugof Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, are coauthors of the frog study, which
was being published Tuesday In
the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences.
In the study, four female African clawed frogs were launched
aboard space shuttle Endeavour
In September 1992. Once In orbit,
the frogs were Injected with a
hormone that caused egg production.
Also on board were the testes
from male African clawed frogs.
Black said the testes were crushed by the astronauts and the
resulting fluid was Injected onto
the frogs' eggs. Many of the eggs
became fertilized. They were then
transferred to a container filled
with water.
Four days later, the eggs hatched Into tadpoles that appeared
to be normal.
"They seemed to be okay." said
Black. "There was no problem
with navigation even In mlcrogravit v. They swam In a straight
line."
The space shuttle landed three
days later, and the tadpoles were
,-J-J-J-.

transferred to aquariums and
compared with tadpoles that were
hatched on Earth at the same
time.
Black said the only difference
was that the space-bom tads had
smaller lungs, a factor related to
their Inability to get a lung full of
air Inside their closed water cell In
space. Once the tadpole astronauts were able to get breaths, he
said their lungs'expanded to
normal size.
Since that mission, the tadpoles
have grown up and reproduced,
and Black said their offspring also
are normal.
The important finding from the
frog experiment. Black said. Is
that It proved embryos can successfully go through a vertebrate
stage of development called gastrulatlon. This Is when surface
cells of an embryo are brought Inside and start changing Into cells
that form the spine, central nervous system and Internal organs.
"Everybody does this. Including
humans." said Black. "There was
concern that embryos could not
do It In the absence of gravity."
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ACROSS
THE NATION
Experiment shows
frogs can reproduce
in space
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Thirty-six years ago today, during
the formal fraternity rush and the open
rush period, 307 men were pledged to
fraternities.
In the formal rush period 244 men
pledged, while 63 pledged during open
rush. Pledging the most men was Phi
Delta Theta with 39 pledges.

UNIVERSITY UNION
* Best Values on Campus

TUES DAY

■ •III \S\VI ROOM

N.Y.
Strip
Steak
$6.95
Inci: Salad & baked potato

OI»F,\ 5-7l*M
# All Student meal
plan cards accepted

BO WL-1V-G KEENER V

Tijuana
Tuesday
$5.20
Make your own tocos,
f«JIU», bumtos and
Chfmlchflngav

Inci: Complete salad bar, taco
salad, baked potato and
unlimited beverage.

OPEN 4&0-7PM
# All students meal plan cards
accepted

REPROgraphics

Complledjrom staff and wire
reports.

TYOUR CAMPUS WINTER t
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Hollis A. Moore Award

GET WHAT YOU WANT

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

Submit the name of a student, faculty
member, and/or administrator, who
you think best represents the ideals
that the late President Moore stood for.
Include a short statement concerning
why you believe this and return it to
Student Services Rm. 405 no later than
March 31, 1995

All Day

Sam* Low Price
CKARGE TO TOUR IURS A* ACCOUNT

floor AD UN. 171-11 tl

Questions? Contact Scott Koehler 372-6186

the best
thing to do on Jy
tuesdays...

Don't just sit
there! Stop in
today for a complete
apartment listing.

'\

N

RE Management
•
•
•
•

841 Eighth St
733 Manville
755 Manville
777 Manville,

Call-Now!

• 640 Eighth St
• 317 N. Main St.
• Campus Manor
(505Clough)

•<&

352-9302

• 313 N. Main St
• 615 Second St
• Rockledge Manor
(840 4 850 Sixth St.)

113" Railroad St.
Open Mon thru Fri
8:00am - 5:00pm

Every Tuesday All Day
. ,Not available for delivery.Dine-in or cany-out only. * ^

\V /j5^t§V
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V V-M&//
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Call353-BWWW
bw-3B.G.
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176E.Woorter
1BowlingGreen,Ohio y\

BUFFALO WILD WINOS & WCCK

VOMS
RESTAURANT '

S Dinners for under $5
Italian Sausage Dinner
rice, grilled vegetables and bread
Chicken Tenders Dlnnerfrench fries, coleslaw and bread
(Side of BBQ sauce)
Border Scramble
Chlcken-n-Noodletgarden salad and bread
Spaghettigarden salad and garlic toast

Campus
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Voter apathy persists

Super Soaked

Low voter turnout confuses USG officials
Jim Barker
The BG News
Ballots cast In last week's Undergraduate Student Government spring elections fell well
short of 2000 for the third consecutive year, prompting USG
members to re-examine the Issue
of voter apathy.
The largest voter turnout In a
USG election since 1985 was the
3200 ballots cast in the spring
semester of 1991. Voting numbers fell to a low of 981 In 1993.
when former USG President Jason Jackson ran for the USG
leadership unopposed.
To many USG members. Including President Jen Mathe, this
year's low turnout remains a
mystety.

"There was Just something
missing this year, and I don't
know what It was," Mathe said.
"Students vote when they feel
they have a stake In the candidates or In the Issues. This year,
we had three candidates for
president and a number of major
Issues. I don't really know what
went wrong."
USG President-elect Jeff Stefanclc said he also lacked an explanation for the subpar voting
numbers.
'To be honest, I really do not
know how this happened. It could
be that students do not know
much about our system," Stefanclc said. "One thing we have to do
more of Is to communicate with
the students. If you allow the stu-

dents to be an active part of tha
process, then they might be more
willing to vote."
USG presidential candidate
Scott Jacobs said the low turnout
made losing the election all the
more discouraging.
"I Just don't think people care
about USG. Tilda IRunge] and I
spoke to over 70 student groups
with at least 20-30 people In each
one," Jacobs said.
"We got a lot of poslUve feedback from them — a lot of them
said they would probably support
us. But I think a lot of them didn't
take the time to vote. It was disappointing to spend all that time
and not even see voting break the
2000 mark," he added.

Greeks, alumni celebrate
Fraternity comrrtemorates
50th anniversary
with formal banquet
Genell Pavelich

The BG News
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Btacl McOtilre (center) rtilliti that payback U not ahraj* fun when Mike Falli (left) UK> hU brute strength
to torn her dafcnaaa on herself. Not content with his own ahananlfana. Fains looks OTST his sbonldar to
•so an rmsnapfitlnf Jason Holsaptel (right) gat a ehower of hia own from Melody Anderson, whose arm la
at the top right. "It seemed Una the thing to do," Anderson said.

Members and alumni of the
University's chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsllon celebrated the
fraternity's 50th anniversary over
the weekend.
Sigma Alpha
Epsllon was the
third fraternity
established at
the University
and is the
oldest one remaining. The
chapter was established on
May 24, 1945.
A reception at
the Sigma Alpha Epsllon house
Friday night kicked off the weekend with many of the chapter
alumni arriving.
'The recepuon was a chance for

£m

the older guys to come back and
meet the new members." said
Scott J. Sumerak. coordinator of
the 50th anniversary celebration.
The fraternity had a formal
banquet at the Holley Lodge Saturday night featuring addresses
from Edward Whlpple, University
vice president for Student Affairs,
as well as members from the
fraternity's International offices.
Sumerack said about 100 people attended the banquet.
Whlpple spoke about his Involvement with the Greek system
and the status of the Greek community at the University, Sumerack said.
"Whlpple said he was optimistic
to be at such a great Greek
system," he said. "It Is nice to
know that someone In the administration Is sensitive to our Issues
and excited about helping Improve the Greek system."
Brian DeAngdo. president of
Sigma Alpha Epsllon. said the
weekend was a beneficial expen-

ence for both new members and
alumni.
This was a real uplift for the
active chapter to get them fired
up about what they can do and
show them that the alumni went
through the same good and bad
times that we go through,"
DeAngelo said. "It also helped to
show that the fraternity does not
end with graduation."
Sumerack said the alumni
shared many Interesting stories
with the undergraduate members
which helped to bring the two
groups closer together.
"The weekend sparked a lot of
pride In (the fraternity)," he said.
"The number and quality of the
guys that came back showed us
what the Greek system Is all
about and that we are here to
stay."
Also included In the weekend
were a lunch for the alumni at
Tuxedo Junction on Saturday
and a continental breakfast at the
fraternity house on Sunday.
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HOW TO HANG ON TO YOUR DOUGH.
248 Scuth Main Street

(WITHOUT CHAMPING YOUR STYLE)

j& Separate "needs" from "wants."
Hint: A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone
is a want.
£o Split the bill but only pay your share.
Why put in for someone else's swordfish
if all you got was soup?
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Spring Break

(to Set aside money for emergencies.
Unless you'd rather call your parents
for it instead.
/& Keep your eye on your wallet.
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you
lose it. The Lost Wallet5" Service can get you
emergency cash? a new card, usually within
24 hours, and help replacing vital documents.
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State money saves schools

Car Wash

Financial difficulties plague Cleveland education system
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS ~ The state Controlling Board agreed on Monday
to guarantee a $29.5 million dollar emergency loan that will allow
Cleveland schools to operate
through theendofthe year. .
"It takes the Immediate burden
off of us because once we can secure the loan, we know that the
district can make Its payroll and
meet Its other obligations
through the remainder of thus fiscal year," state schools Superintendent Ted Sanders said after
the vote.
Sanders has spent most of the
past 10 days watching over the
district after a federal Judge
placed It under state supervision.
Before voting, the seven-

n. ajsssaswl I—/—* faawaw)
Lauren Bppert, 3, helps her dad waah hie car Sunday In Upper
Arlington, Ohio. Lauren, enjoying the warm weather, got more
water on herself than on any one part of the ear.

Bus, truck accident
causes mild injuries
The Associated Press
LANCASTER Ohio - A bus
traveling on a rural road collided
with a'pickup truck on Monday,
slightly injuring five children and
the two drivers, officials said.
All the Injured were taken to
Falrfleld Medical Center, where
they were expected to be treated
and released, spokeswoman Jennifer Pearce said. Their Injuries
primarily were bumps and
bruises.

The children ranged In age from
10 to 12 years old, she said.
About 30 children were on the
bus going to Falrfleld Union
School when the accident happened on a narrow road about five
miles from the school In Rushvl11c. Transportation Coordinator
Steve Springer said.
The accident remains under Investigation, the Falrfleld County
Sheriffs Department said.

WALLACE
Continued from page one.
from Pennsylvania State University.
Her employment history Includes dean for Academic Resources Planning at Humboldt

State University, dean at the
School of Home Economics at the
University of Nevada and assistant dean at Oregon State University.

member board wanted to know a 6 percent raise next year.
bonds to cover the budget shorthow the 74,000-pupU district
"I was feeling pretty good about fall.
managed to get Into such finan- this before that" Zaleski said.
The money to repay the loan
cial trouble.
Aldrldge explained that the will come from cutbacks In staff
"Over the past decade, the district simply awarded bargained
contracts that It simply could not
" Once we secure the loan, we know that the
shoulder." Treasurer William Aldrldge said. There also are mil- district can make its payroll and meet its
lions of dollars earmarkew for a other obligations through the remainder of the
court-ordered desegregation fiscal year."
plan.
Ted Sanders
Voters, meanwhile, haven't
state school superintendent
passed an operating levy since
1983.
raise comes In the third year of ng and services and by shutting
"We knew two years ago we
the contract, which Included a lown at least 14 school buildings,
were going to have a shortfall,"
pay freeze and a 2 percent In- ncludlng eight schools. Aldrldge
Aldndge said.
crease In Its first two years.
old the board.
Sen. Alan Zaleski, D-VermlUon,
With the loan guarantee In
Sanders said he expects the
cast the only vote against the loan
place,
the
state's
largest
district
state to retain control over the
guarantee after learning from Alnow
will
seek
a
bank
loan
or
Issue
district for at least 18 months.
dndge that teachers were due for

Senator seeks
Ohio support
John Chalfant
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS -- Conservative U.S. Sen. Fhll Gramm sought support
in Ohio on Monday for a presidential campaign already at a disadvantage. The state's top Republican backs another candidate.
Gramm, R-Texas. said fund-raisers In Cincinnati and Columbus
produced $100,000 In contributions.
"In the primaries Tm going to have to prove to people that I can win
in Ohio, that 1 can win In the Midwest." he said at a news conference.
Joining him were Assistant House Speaker William Batchdder,
R-Medlna, and Sen. Gene Watts. R-Columbus, third-highest Senate
leader.
Gramm had kind words for Gov. George Volnovlch. despite the second-term governor's endorsement of U.S. Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas for
the Republican presidential nomination.
But Gramm also said Volnovlch's endorsement was not Insurmountable In a March 1996 primary with Dole.
"Well, I think that means he's got a vote that 1 am unlikely to get but
there are a lot of other votes out there," Gramm said.
"Ultimately people are going to vote for Bob Dole In Ohio or they're
going to vote for me In Ohio based on our defined visions of how we
want to deal with the various problems." he said.
Gramm met with Volnovlch on a previous trip.
"I have a very high opinion of your governor. I've got along with him
well. Obviously If Senator Dole ends up dropping out of the race and
I'm still in the race. I hope your governor will decide to support me."
Gramm said.
The Ohio Republican Party will remain neutral In the primary.
"I've met with all of the major candidates to explain our position."
said Robert Bennett, the state party chairman.
But he acknowledged the Importance of Volnovlch's support.

Presidential rsndidste Phil Gramm. a republican senator from Texas, grras
a press conference in Cincinnati Monday.
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Complete Collision Service
540 S. Maple
Bowling Green,
NORTH MAM ST.
Ohio 43402

Heel & Sole Shoe Repair
• Shoe care items
• Leather goods
• Birkenstock soles
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- Color Scanning 1200.DP1
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U.S., Russia: allies in Space
American, cosmonauts plan three-month stay
Marc la Dunn
The Associated Press
BAIKONUR Kazakhstan - American astronaut
Norman Thagard promised on Monday to observe
cosmonaut traditions as the first American riding
Into space aboard a Russian rocket
Standing behind a glass partition protecting him
from germs, Thagard told Russian space officials
Monday that he was ready for his mission.
He told reporters he was not the least bit nervous
about Tuesday morning's launch and that It will be
"a real thrill" to soar Into orbit from the same pad
that sent the first human Into space. The rocket will
dock with the Russian space station Mir.
"It's a tremendous opportunity, and I'm very
pleased to have had It." Thagard said.
He also made a promise to follow all cosmonaut
customs before and during flight. That Includes
urinating on a tire of the bus that will transport him
and his two Russian crewmates to the launch pad.

'/T— M—

A■ Milan worker paaaea put of ■ rocket at the En ergla rocket aaaembljr plant In Baikononr. Kaiafchatan
Monday. Once an induatry which employed more than 2.000 people, the facility baa become a largely
dormant plant after budget cuti. employing only 730 workers engaged In mostly maintenance. An
American astronant win Join two Russian cosmonauts aboard a Russian Soyas rocket scheduled to lift
off today and spend throe months aboard the bur space station.

Since the world's first spaceman, Yuri Gagarin,
relieved himself before climbing aboard his rocketship in 1961. all cosmonauts have followed suit at
the Baikonur Cosmodrome In central Asia.
Thagard and cosmonauts Vladimir Dezhurov and
Gennady Strekalov will spend two days In orbit before their Soyuz capsule docks with the space
station Mir. Russian for peace. It will be cramped
Inside the capsule, but Thagard. at 5-feet-9-lnches.
expects It to be "quite comfortable," at least for him.

California becomes swamp
em California, swamping the nation's "salad bowl" and keeping
MONTEREY. Calif. - A single thousands from their homes.
"It's going to be kind of yucky
highway Into the cut-off Monterey
Peninsula reopened Monday, but all week." National Weather Sera new round of storms hit North- vice forecaster Miguel Miller said.
The Associated Press

"I'm almost the perfect size for that vehicle," he
said.
Only three others have been launched In both
U.S. and Russian spaceships, two Russians and a
Rain returned after a dry SunGerman. Thagard's trip is part of a space coopday that marked a break from the
storms, which have been blamed eration agreement between the two countries that
for at least 12 deaths statewide . Is supposed to lead to the construction of an International space station beginning In 1997.
Four other NASA astronauts will follow Thagard
See CALIFORNIA, page seven

to Mir over the next three years, getting there on
NASA's space shuttle Atlantis.
There really have been no serious problems, and
I hope and I believe that If nothing else, we have
demonstrated that we can can work together in a
very complex area, accomplish much and be very
successful," Thagard said.
The Mir has been aloft for nine years, and crew
changes are a routine affair barely noticed by the
Russian media or the public. Monday's flight has
had only marginally more attention in the media
because of the American Involvement.
Thagard. 51, spent the past year training at cosmonaut headquarters In Star City outside Moscow.
NASA picked him for the Job because of his space
experience and his medical and technical background. He Is a doctor, engineer and pilot.
Thagard will work on medical experiments during
his three months aboard Mir, making do without
much of his equipment. Only a small portion of his
gear is on the space station: the bulk Is still on the
ground because of delays by the Russians In
launching a new Mir module containing these
Items.
He should get everything In May. a month before
his return.
Thagard. Dezhurov and Strekalov will glide to
Earth aboard space shuttle Atlantis, due to dock
with Mir In June. They will be the first to go up in
one spaceship and come down in another.
Atlantis will carry up two Russian cosmonauts
who will stay behind on Mir, as well as Thagard's
backup, astronaut Bonnie Dunbar, who will return
to Earth with everyone else.
Only once have U.S. and Russian spacecraft
docked In orbit, during the Apollo-Soyuz mission In
1975.
"1 look at this as a continuation to Apollo-Soyuz
and going on into the future," Dunbar said. Thagard's wife and three sons also were on hand for the
launch.

DEFICIT
Continued from page one.
draft report of the task force the American Association of Reheaded by Sen. Judd Gregg. tired Persons: "You can expect to
R-N.H.
see strenuous objections."
The plans, being studied by
The immediate response offered
by Martin Cony, chief lobbyist fa- Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole,
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K Kan., and other party leaders,
inject the Senate Into the GOP
deficit-reduction effort the House
has so far dominated. Republicans controlling both chambers
say they will produce plans this
spring paving the way to a balanced budget by the year 2002.
They ?Jso provide the first specific look at how Senate Republicans might trim benefit pro-

grams, which comprise half the dlcatlon of how politically sensi- recipients.
$1.5 trillion budget and are Its tive the proposals are, task force
"It works out to a 10 cents a day
fastest-growing component. members suggested that in the miscalculation that most seniors
House committees have so far end. only the amount absolutely are seeing," Gregg said. "I don't
approved cuts in welfare, school needed would be approved.
know many people who In the
lunches and food stamps.
One of the most controversial name of fairness will take the 10
Gregg was asked to find $385 proposals would change the way cents."
billion worth of benefit savings inflation is calculated. Federal
Another suggestion would reover five years. Instead, he found Reserve Chairman Alan Greens- quire elderly Medicare recipients
reductions ranging between $475 pan and other experts say the to pay one-fifth of their costs for
billion and $495 billion. In an In- current system overstates the ln- home health coverage. They curflaUon rate by up to 1.5 percent- rently pay nothing extra for the
age points. But others say the coverage. In an effort to encourplan would simply let Republi- age them to live at home and not
cans lower benefits while blaming in costly nursing homes.
bureaucrats.
The proposal would cost the
The idea would save the average beneficiary $1,200 annugovernment money because there ally by the year 2000. and the
would be lower yearly cost-of- most heavily hit would be lowCreate a logo for
Uvlng Increases In payments to Income women over age 75, Cony
beneficiaries of many programs. said.
Falcon Palooza Festival
In addition, tax brackets which
But Gregg defended this and
are reset for Inflation annually other changes his options offered
would rise more slowly, causing for Medicare.
more people to pay higher tax
"My guess Is most seniors are
rates and boosting revenue col- going to look on this as a pretty
lections.
reasonable package that gives
Entries due Friday March 17 at 3p.m.
This change would raise an them choices they don't have
extra $64 billion for the govern- now." he said.
ment over five years, most of It
Other suggested savings inQuestions? Call (gfi® at 2-7164 or 2-2343
coming from lower cost-of-Uvlng clude:
adjustments for Social Security
- Medicare: The current system
would be preserved, but those
choosing to use It would lace
higher costs.
- Medical (I: Provide block grants
to the states and limit its growth,
now 10.5 percent, to 4 percent
annually. States would be given
flexibility to design their own programs. Five-year savings: $115
billion.

LOGO CONTEST FOR
FALCON PALOOZA
FESTIVAL
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All residents receive a membership to

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
(In door heated swimming pool, sauna. Hydra -Spa Whirlpool,
complete exercise equipment, complete locker room and
shower facilities.)
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Mexican president flees

Surrounded by Sadness

Exiled leader leaves country in turmoil
The Associated Press
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■fooralnf relative* and frienda (Here at the funeral of Nataaa Ucor. 9. and Mllic- L-Jovlc. 11, In a Serbheld Sarajevo suburb MllJeWcl on Monday. The two Serb glrli were killed by -napect-d BawawM anlpera
Saturday while playing out-lde In the Bosnian-Serb dlatrlct of Orb-rice. The Bosnian government expreased Ita deepeat condolensces for their death* and promUed a thorough lnveitlgatlon. On Monday a
Boanlan coldler waa amstad and la In lnveatlgatlva enstody aa an alleged auapect in the oaa*.

Stolen human kidneys
market thrives in India
The Associated Press
NEW DELHI, India — They say you can buy anything In India at a knockdown price. But watch out
If you're shopping for a human kidney - It might be
stolen.
For years, India has been known as a warehouse
for kidneys, willingly sold by destitute people to pay
for a daughter's dowry, build a small house or simply feed a family.
Police In the southern city of Bangalore have uncovered a network of medical thieves supplying the
great Indian kidney bazaar with organs from unsuspecting donors.
In India, where one person In three lives In poverty, a huge transplant Industry arose after drugs
were developed In the 1970s to control the body's
rejection of foreign objects.
Supply and demand created a marriage of unequals — wedding wealthy but desperate people dependent on dialysis machines to those In India
ground down by the hopelessness of poverty. India's lack of medical regulations and an atmosphere
of loose medical ethics also fueled the transplant
Industry's growth.
Buyers came to Bombay from Saudi Arabia, the
Gulf. Turkey and Europe, while those from Malaysia and Singapore went to Madras and Bangladeshis traveled to Calcutta.
In Madras, on the southeast coast. 200 private
clinics sprang up on a single street. So many donors came from one shantytown, Vllllvakkam, that
it came to be known as Kidney Colony.
Those receiving a kidney typically pay from
$6,000 to $10,000 for the kidney and the transplant operation. The donor gets about $ 1,000.
Many doctors defend the practice as saving lives.
The case In Bangalore last January stunned the nation and relnvlgorated efforts to control trafficking
In human organs.
K Vein, an unemployed 29-year-old laborer,
complained to police that his kidney was extracted
without his knowledge. He said he had gone to a

clinic to sell a pint of blood, had been put to sleep
and woke up with a large scar.
"They told me that they had to draw the blood
from near my waist because they required a lot of
It," Velu said, adding that he was paid $160.
Velu discovered the loss a few months later when
he went to have a small ailment checked. His complaint led to the arrest of three doctors and two
middlemen.
Since then. 80 other people registered complaints, according to Bangalore police commissioner Tlrumala Srtnlvasulu. Most admitted they
had voluntarily sold a kidney, but claimed were
cheated of their money. Fifty cases were dismissed
for lack of evidence, he said.
Last month police In Bombay raided a nursing
home and arrested two' doctors allegedly conducting unlicensed transplants.
Investigators found a faxed Inquiry from an agent
In Turkey about his request for kidneys for 30 waiting patients, Including 22 who already had paid.
Pramod Navalkar. a Bombay politician, says kidneys should come under export regulations. "It is
time we stopped being treated as motor cars with
spare parts." he said.
Most countries require living donors to be family
members, or that organs be removed from cadavers, usually accident victims.
Until recently In India, there was no accepted definition of brain death. Other factors conspired
against transplants from corpses: India's hot climate, its poor transportation systems and primitive
conditions In Its emergency wards.
Last June, parliament passed a bill limiting donations to close relatives and setting a procedure to
certify brain death. Selling an organ became punishable by up to seven years In prisonUnder India's federal system, health laws are the
responsibility of the states. Only three of the country's 25 states have so far endorsed the legislation.
Statistics are Impossible to gather, but the U.N.
Human Rights Commission said In a 1993 report
that more kidneys were sold In India than anywhere
else to buyers from developed countries.

MEXICO CrTY - The president
who promised to lead Mexico out
of the Third World Into the First
seems to have taken that path
himself, flying Into exile and leaving behind an angry, confused
and sUll-lmpoverlshed country.
The reported flight of former
President Carlos Salinas de Gortarl, little more than three
months after leaving office, has
Mexicans reliving a past of halfhidden power struggles and political violence rather than moving
forward Into the brave new free
trade world they had been promised.
"A time that combines tragedy
and farce, the grotesque and the
ridiculous." analyst Jesus SllvaHerzog Marquez, son and grandson of famed Mexican politicians,
wrote Monday In the dally Reforma.
For at least a day, nobody was
quite sure where Salinas had
gone. The White House said Monday it didn't know If Salinas had
reached the United States. But a
few hours later. Salinas' office
confirmed he was visiting New
York.
Salinas and his crack team of
Ivy League economists were once
the toast of Wall Street. Leaders
around the world praised their financial savvy and their North
American Free Trade Agreement
with the United States and Canada.
Salinas promised greater
democracy and a more prosperous economy through free trade
and private enterprise.
Mexicans saw their state-run
economy crash In 1982. then suffered years of sacrifice — limits on
wages and pensions — while

CALIFORNIA

dreaming of better Jobs, of cars, of
houses with plumbing and clean
water. Once NAFTA was signed.
Imported goods from Pierre Cardin to Prlngles were supposed to
blossom In the windows of newly
built shopping malls and
thousands of Jobs would sprout.
Instead, the path to the future
ran Into a brick wall last year,
with an Indian uprising In the
south, the assassination of two
top political leaders and a major
devaluation In the peso.
President Ernesto Zedillo, who
took office Dec. 1. blamed Salinas
for the mistakes that plunged
Mexico Into a devaluation in public sympathy by the man most
December. He also had Salinas' Mexicans blamed for causing
brother arrested on charges of them vast personal hardship.
masterminding a major political
The apparent exile and arrest
assassination In September.
Raul Salinas was charged Feb. called to mind the bad old days of
28 In the killing of Jose Francisco Mexican politics, when political
strongmen clashed for power and
Ruiz MassleuEven last year's hero — crusad- elections were little more than ocing prosecutor Mario Ruiz Mas- casions for public fiestas and
sleu — Is now accused of being a payoffs.
fraud, of moving millions of
mysterious dollars out of Mexico
Many compared It to 1936.
while covering up Raul Salinas' when President Lazaro Cardenas
Involvement In the assassination. forced strongman Plutarco Ellas
Calles into exile to end his medProsecutors say they are also dling.
Investigating political motives for
Zedillo says things are different
the murder last March of Luis this time. "It is certain that the
Donaldo Coloslo. the ruling party effort required Is very Intense." he
presidential candidate.
said Sunday night. "But It Is also
Zedillo, who won office In the certain that It will be temporary."
freest Mexican presidential elecMexicans, though, are skeptition ever, has Imposed fiercely
unpopular austerity measures — cal. A poll published Sunday
tax hikes, soaring Interest rates, by Reforma showed 66 percent
huge cuts In real wages — promis- opposed Zedillo's economic poliing to set the stage for renewed cies, and 97 opposed his price
hikes on gasoline and electricity.
growth.
That could mean trouble for a
The most surreal event of Mexico's recent political turmoil was government that seems to have
Salinas' brief hunger strike early made Its clearest advances In athis month: a two-day appeal for chievlng freer elections.

CARROT TOP

Continued from page six.

Continued from page one.

James Bailey, assistant chief of
the state Flood Operations
Center, put the damage at $2 billion.
Floodwaters that closed all
roads Into and out of the scenic
Monterey Peninsula for nearly 24
hours receded enough on Monday
to allow the reopening of Highway
68. A 14-mlle backup formed during the morning rush hour. The
other main route. Highway 1. remained closed.
About 100.000 people live on
the 20 or so square miles of the
hilly, wooded Monterey Peninsula, long one of California's
most popular tourist attractions.
It Juts Into the Pacific about 80
miles south of San Francisco.
Growers Inland, In one of the
worlds richest farming regions,
expected huge losses. The Salinas
River washed away about half the
area's spring lettuce crop, a loss
of $500 million or more, said Mike
An tie, vice president of harvest for
Tanlmura & Antic. Strawberries
and. artichokes were also damaged.
The coastal Salinas Valley Is
often called the nation's "salad
bowl':

"The other show was more Intimate because of the smaller size," he
said. "But the crowd was still great."
Carrot Top looks to be very busy In the future, with an HBO special
and a movie that may be released In June or July.

Have you Heard the News?

LOOKING FOR PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
IN AN ENVIRONMENTALLY RELATED
FIELD?

BGSU Recycling needs
volunteers for can
processing night:
Tuesdays 5:00-6:30
: Call 372-8909 for more information

Hey Spring Breakers!!!
Travelers Checks Are
Free with an
Easy A Checking Account At

Society

Two Brand New Buildings at

First SO Checks
Free Mastercard or Visa

7 Free Society Mac Transfers

Campbell Hill
For Fall of 1995
•2 and 3 Bedrooms
•Washer/Dryer Hookups

•Full Basements
•Air conditioning

•>:M

I

w

300 S. Main St. 354*1981

ONE ITEM

v|)4.yy

354-6500

THE LOWEST PRICE IN TOWNI

WE DELIVERI

PUT SOM THOUOHT
MTOTOUfttUUNW

little Caesars-(MjPlzzalPlzzaT

'95 SUMMER PHILOSOPHY
First Term 5/22-6/30

la-. faal-1-MllOaa law filer? araa-atMaajll

CRAZY BREAD

Greenbriar Inc.

1098 N. Main St. 353-8441

1 LARGE
PIZZA

• Low S3 monthly maintenance
• No Fee June. July, Aug
• 7 Checks per month

990
Expires 5-15-95

2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS
W/ one item
$7.99
Expires 5-15-95

£ IMteCaoais

210
327
340
340
460

Development CX Persons 2:45-4:20
Phil Of Punishment
11:00-12:35
Marriage & Alternative
1:00-235
Chrietlan Origin*
2:45-4:20
Hegel
1:00-5:00

Second Term 7/3-8/11
101
103
319

Intro To Phlbeophy
Introduction To Logic
Death a Dying

8:00-8:15
1:00-235
2:45-420

MTWR
MTWR
MTWR
MTWR
TR

Uttlefieki
Smart
UttMMd
Lemaneky
Calen

MTWRF
MTWRF
MTWRF

Stall
Stall
Stall

Sports
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Cornell not a kind Hardballers open year
host to BG netters
While BG's lnfldders were busy
bumbling the ball around the inHeld, the Falcon pitchers handed
The BG baseball team started EKU batters five walks.
out Its season on the wrong path
Junior Jason Tipple started the
with a pair of 6-5 losses to game for BG and left-handed
Eastern Kentucky and Wiscon- freshman Joe Holland finished It
off. Outside of the five free passes
sin-Milwaukee over the weekend.
The Falcons were slated to play and the seven errors, the two hurlers were able to hold EKU to Just
a Friday after
noon game
five hits.
against Eastern
"Jason pitched pretty well for
Kentucky, but
us. and we got a great performthe contest was
ance out of Joe Holland. We Just
pushed back a
need to keep the walks under four
day because of
for a nlne-lnnlng game." Schmltz
said.
four Inches of
While the defensive outing was
snow. The
less than stellar. BG's offense was
postponement
also caused a
Sckailtx able to pound out 13 hits.
Jerome Kynard started things
cancellation of
BG's contest with Youngstown out In the first with a two-out
single that scored Andy Tracy.
State.
The preclpatlon must have Then In the third, Tracy gave the
lingered on another day as BG Falcons their first lead with a twofumbled the ball for seven errors run homer.
during Its Saturday showdown
EKU responded with a one-run
with Eastern Kentucky.
third and a four-run fourth to
"It was our first game outside take a 6-3 advantage.
Mark Tomallo and Travis Rasor
and It showed." head coach
Danny Schmltz said. "We had no had back-to-back, two-out RBI
business being In that game, but singles In the eighth to cut the
lead to one, but the Falcons failed
we didn't quit."
Marty roller
TheBGINews

Mark Leonard DeChant
The BG News

What a way to treat your
guestsl
Four women's tennis players
made the finals In three events
this weekend, but host Cornell
University spoiled their fun by
stopping the Falcons In two
championship singles matches.
BG's Julie Wdsblatt and
Cassldy Landes each won two
matches at the Cornell Team
Tournament In Ithaca. N.Y..
and the No. 1 doubles team of
Patty Bank and Cindy Mlkolajewskl came within two sets of
a tourney title.
The event was not team-scored, so the Falcons' record

remains 9-3.
The women had won six of
their last seven matches entering the weekend, with their only
loss a 9-0 whitewashing at the
hands of Ohio State March 3.
BG's performance at Cornell
helped erase the Buckeye
memories, and set the team
back on a positive track, according to Mlkolajewskl.
"This really gets our spirits
back up," Mlkolajewskl said.
"We were pretty disappointed at
OSU, and we had a good effort
this weekend.
"Ohio State was a better team
than us. and when we got to
Cornell, we kind of felt like we
didn't belong here."
Cornell. Massachusetts and

Army were the other competing
schools, but BG certainly
proved Its mettle In Ithaca.
Mlkolajewskl and Bank beat
two Cornell squads before losing 8-6 In the tournament finals.

Scheduling difficulties left
Bank at home for the Buckeye
match, and Mlkolajewskl was
glad to see her partner's return
Friday and Saturday.
"We've been playing together
since last year, and I think our
second match Saturday |an 8-4
victory) was the best match
we've ever played," Mlkolajewskl said. "Overall. 1 think the
team would have placed second
If It was scored."
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Gymnasts fall to Kent
Randy Setter
TheBG News
A strong home crowd, a farewell
to senior gymnast Ellsa Marunelll
and consistency In a couple of
events boosted the gymnastics
team to Its third-best team score
of the season against Kent State
Friday.
Kent State topped the Falcons,
188.1 to 184.3. The team fell to
2-8overall. l-6lntheMAC.

... W III Itl Till: l» AIMY SI Alt IS
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to catch up In the ninth.
"We had two outs and a guy on
second when Kynard hit a linedrive. Unfortunately It was right
at someone," Schmltz said.
The Falcons returned to the
diamond on Sunday and took It to
Wisconsin-Milwaukee early.
Tracy knocked In the Falcons'
first run with a triple In the first.
He then scored on a throwing error by the second baseman. The
Falcons posted two more In the
second for an 4-0 lead.
UWM tallied up two In the bottom of the fourth, and Tony GUI
scored one for the Falcons in the
fifth on an error by the UWM
shortstop.
Bob Reichow, who started the
game for BG, was pulled In the
fifth In favor of Mike Chaney.
UWM had Chaneys number,
though, and scorched him for
four runs In the next two innings
to seal a 6-5 victory.
"Defensively we will Improve
the more games we play,"
Schmltz said. Tm Just happy I
got the chance to play 20 of the 22
guys we brought on the trip. We
needed to get outdoors and face
some competition."

352 8631)
Advertisement / Business Spotlight

The University Bookstore: a wide
selection in an ideal location

Co-captaln Karen Jordan led Jordan's and Wenrtch's 9.5s. All
the team with the highest all- six gymnasts scored a 9.2 or
around score. 37.625. Jordan higher.
Vault scores were consistently
scored third-best scores on the
vault (9.55). uneven bars (9.475) above 9.0 with a team score of
46.45. falling a little short of the
and floor exercise (9.5).
Erne Cole scored 36.95 In the team best. 46.65.
all-around, and Jen Wenrlch fol"We led off well with vault,"
lowed with a 36.150. Each scored
Jordan said. "But we made some
above 9.0 In all four events.
The team upped Its floor exer- mistakes In the other events that
cise to the highest point It has we shouldn't be making."
Balance beam fell apart.
been all season. 47.125, with
46.225, with a few low scoring
routines, and mistakes on uneven bars hurt the team score.
44.5. despite 9.475s by Jordan
and Alice Kruk. Cleaning up
small mistakes In each event is
the goal of the team.

■ :,
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You Can Be Amused This Summer
Or You Can Afford
Amusement All Year Long.
If you're looking for a great paying job that doesn't end when the
summer does...take a tip from us. Red Lobster offers flexible,
summer schedule* for individuals looking for part or full-time
employment in Sandusky. When the summer ends, your job
doesn't have to end with Red Lobster. You have an opportunity to
transfer to our local Red Lobster in Toledo or Maumee. We have
opportunities for:
t
S
t
t
t
S
S

"We are only a few mistakes
away from having the scores we
should be scoring." co-captaln
Marunelll said. "If we clean up
our routines, we will be competitive at the MAC Championships."
Martlnelll, academically a
senior, was honored before the
meet. She received a plaque from
the team and a team banner with
her teammates' signatures. The
fact that it was her last home
meet had not hit her Immediately
after the inert.
"It hasn't sunk In yet." she said.
"I still have the MAC Championships to compete m."

WAITERS/WAITRESSES
HOSTS/HOSTESSES
LINE COOKS
DISHWASHERS
BARTENDERS
FOOD PRODUCTION
ALLEY COORDINATORS

So, if you have spending needs that last beyond the summer,
join the team at Red Lobster, and make your good times count.
Apply In person Monday-Saturday from 2pm-4pm at one of the
fallowing locations:

Bookstore manager John Buckenmyer enjoys working with students in a college atmosphere.
Conveniently located on the
first floor of the Student Services
building, the University Bookstore
has more than 9,000 square feet
of retail selling space to serve the
needs of every BCSU student.

and computer software and computer supplies, film processing,
daily book buy back, gift certificates and check cashing.

Owned and operated by Bowling' Green State University, the
University Bookstore has used and
new textbooks, as well as other
merchandise, to supplement or
complement BCSU course offerings.
"We have a wide selection of
merchandise, general reading,
computer software, art supplies
and apparel," said John
Buckenmyer, manager of the

"Ourgeneral philosophy is that
it's easier to buy books from students as opposed to having them
shipped in," Buckenmyer said.
"If a book is going to be used the
following semester, then we usu-

University Bookstore. "I would
say that convenience and selection are our biggest draws."
The bookstore also offers a
variety of extra services, including the special ordering of books

What's-so special about the
book buy back?

ally buy it back at 50 percent of
the new retail price. If the book is
not going to be used, then our
wholesaler will buy it.
The University Bookstore also
operates The Little Shop in The
University Union, as well as the
Firelands Bookstore at Firelands.
Buckenmyer employs 16 students
at Bowling Green. He enjoys the
the student contact.

"I enjoy the college atmosphere," he said. "The people
that I deal with on a daily basis are
the future leaders of this country."
During the school year, when
classes are in session, the store is
open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Friday and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday.
Are there any sweeping
changes planned for the future?
"The Bookstore is actively pursuing the use of debit cards. This
should be more convenient for
the students and The Bookstore.
It is a win/win situation," said
Buckenmyer.
The store has also added several new styles of imprinted and
embroidered T-shirts, sweatshirts
and shorts.

Red Lobster
4106 Milan Road
Sandusky
1419,625-1122

Red Lobster
1422 Reynolds Road
Maumee
(419) 893-9494

Red Lobster.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

You're in Luck
There are still apartments available:
• Field Manor Apartments -1 left ^§§
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 3 left ■—^r
• 334 N Main - 2 left
• Buff Apartments - Call
Call or stop in for a complete listing of available apartments & houses
224 E. Wooster

GTQ&T\UTI&V

1/7C.

352-0717
>
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Miffed
teams
move
to NIT
The Associated Press
Nobody had said "no" to
the NTT since 1987 until
Georgia Tech turned down a
bid to this year's 32-team
tournament.
"We have exams coming
up this week and we have
decided to go ahead and
take our exams." said coach
Bobby Cremlns. who said
the decision was not an
angry reaction to being left
out of the NCAA tournament.
The Yellow Jackets
(18-12) were left out of the
NCAA field for the second
straight year. They are the
first team to turn down an
NTT Invitation since Louisville (18-14) In 1987 - the
year after the Cardinals won
the national championship.
Other so-called bubble
teams" that didn't make the
NCAA field were Iowa
(19-11), George Washington
(18-13), Georgia (18-9) and
Texas Tech (20-9). All four
accepted bids to the 58th
annual NTT.
The first three rounds will
be held at campus sites. The
semifinals and final will be
held at Madison Square
Garden on March 27 and
29.
The NTT field Includes four
teams from the Big East (St.
John's, Seton Hall. Miami
and Providence), and three
each from the Atlantic 10
(St. Bonaventure, St.
Joseph's and George Washington) and the Metro Conference (South Florida.
Southern Mississippi and
Virginia Tech.)
The Big 10. Big West. Big
Eight. Great Midwest. MidAmerican. Ohio Valley and
Southeast conferences each
got two teams.
College of Charleston
(23-5). Ohio University
(23-9) and New Mexico State
(23-9) have the most victories among the 32 NIT teams.
St John's (14-13) had the
fewest.
"We're somewhat disappointed we weren't invited
to the NCAAs," Charleston
coach John Kresse said.
'We felt we had an outstanding season with a
more difficult schedule to
play. Probably not having a
marquee victory or two
probably hurt our chances."
Texas Tech also was disappointed.
Tin disappointed for the
team, especially our
seniors." said coach James
Dickey, whose team lost the
Southwest Conference
tourney final to Texas on
Saturday. "We really don't
have anyone to blame but
ourselves."

Sports
page nine

Ohio teams return to NCAA
UC and Miami are going to the
show," Xavier coach Skip Prosser
said. "And Kentucky and Louisville are Just down the road. This
Is a great area for college basketball. We're fortunate to be In the
center of It"
Left out was Ohio U.. which became the first Preseason NTT
champion that failed to make the
NCAA tournament The Bobcats
(23-9) faded after their impressive
start and failed to win either the
Mid-American Conference regular-season title — which went to
Miami - or the conference's
tournament
"Some of the selections don't

The Associated Press
Cincinnati goes back to Utah.
Xavier goes back to breathing.
Miami stays close to home. And
Ohio U. keeps right on lamenting
a season gone sour.
There was quiet acceptance and
outright Jubilation Sunday evening when three southwest Ohio
colleges got berths In the NCAA
tournament. Cincinnati. Xavier
and Miami - separated by 30
miles - are the only three Ohio
teams heading to the tournament
"It's testimony to basketball In
this neck of the woods that we,

Top seeds, top
teams differ
Jim O'Connell
The Associated Press
The NCAA tournament selection committee and the final college basketball poll don't agree.
UCLA. Kentucky. Wake Forest
and Kansas were tabbed the top
four seeds for the upcoming
tournament, but today's final poll
had UCLA. Kentucky. Wake
Forest and North Carolina as the
top four teams.
The Bruins (25-2) kept the No.
1 position for the third consecutive week, and for the second
straight week were one vote shy of
being unanimous. They were on
top of all but one ballot from the
65-member national media panel
and had 1,624 points, 72 more
than Kentucky (25-4), which
received the other first-place vote
and moved up one place In the
rankings.
Wake Forest (24-5), which beat
North Carolina in overtime Sunday to win the Atlantic Coast Conference tournament title. Jumped
from seventh to third. North Carolina (24-5) held fourth. Its lowest
ranking of the season.
Kansas (23-5) was fifth, dropping from second after losing In
the semifinals of the Big Eight
tournament.
The Jayhawks were followed by
Arkansas, Massachusetts, Connecticut Vlllanova and Maryland.
Michigan State led the Second
Ten and was followed by Purdue.
Virginia, Oklahoma State. Arizona. Arizona State, Mississippi
State. Oklahoma. Utah and Alabama.
Western Kentucky. Georgetown. Missouri. Iowa State and

Syracuse were the final five teams
In the poll.
Iowa State was the only newcomer to the rankings, returning
after a one-week absence following the tournament win over
Kansas. The Cyclones (22-10) replaced Oregon (19-8). which had
re-entered the rankings last week
at No. 25. but split two games,
beating Southern Cal and losing
to UCLA.
There were 18 polls In the
1994-95 season and 45 teams
from 14 conferences were ranked
at some point with six schools -Arkansas. Massachusetts.
North Carolina. Connecticut.
Kansas and UCLA — reaching No.
I. That was one off the record for
No. 1 teams set In the 1982-83
season.
North Carolina spent the most
time at No. 1, six weeks, one more
week than Massachusetts. There
was a five-week period where a
different team was No. 1 each
poll, and it finally ended last week
when UCLA stayed atop the rankings.
The Big Ten had the most
teams ranked during the season
with eight and was followed by
the ACC (7). Pac-10 and Big Eight
(6). and Southeastern and Big
East (5). No other conference had
more than one team ranked during the year.
Thirteen schools ran the table
In the rankings from preseason
poll to the finale with four North
Carolina. Massachusetts. Kentucky and UCLA - never falling
out of the Top Ten.
There were three one-week
wonders: St. John's. Clemson
and Xavier. Ohio.

* * * * FLASH * * * *
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Armadillo s
COUNTRY 6 WESTERN DANCE CLUO
PRESENTS

COLLEGE ID. KITE
EVERY THURSDAY

m\

18 & OVER WELCOME FREE WITH VALID COLLEGE ID.

LINE BANGING
DRINK SPECIAL
WVE ENTERTAINMENT
T«ke North 78 to Alexis Rd. Turn left on Alcxls.for two miles.
Located aero** from the Toledo Trade Center.
1860 W. Aleads, Toledo (419)269-0303

33i^w^j*25»3s:

make a whole lot of sense to me.
but I don't begrudge anybody
who's In." a miffed coach Larry
Hunter said.
Hunter's team toughened Its
non-conference schedule this
season, adding Kentucky, Iowa.
West Virginia and Xavier.
"It makes me wander about
how to approach the season."
Hunter said. "Should we schedule a bunch of non-conference
wins or should we put together a
tough schedule?"
The three teams that made it all
had reason to be satisfied. Cincinnati landed in the West Regional, Xavier In the Southeast.

AD
Men's final
Ten 2d
I. UCLA (64)
2.Kentucky(l)
3.Wake Forest
4.North Carolina
S.Kansas
6. Arkansas
7. Massachusetts
8. Connecticut
9. Villanova
10. Maryland
II. Michigan St.
12. Purdue
13. Virginia
14. Oklahoma St.
15. Arizona
16. Arizona St.
17. Oklahoma
18. Mississippi St.
19. Utah
20. Alabama
21. W.Kentucky
22. Georgetown
23. Missouri

24. Iowa St.
25. Syracuse

and Miami got in the Midwest Regional at Dayton -- Just 35 miles
from Its campus.
Cincinnati (21-11) finished in
the middle of the pack of the
Great Midwest Conference but
won the conference tournament
over the weekend to ensure an
NCAA berth. The Bearcats drew
the seventh seed in the West Regional at Salt Lake City and will
play Temple — a team they beat
60-41 In the Tournament of
Champions at Charlotte. N.C.. on
Dec. 3.
"I was hoping for a six |seed|.
See OHIO, page eleven.

Western Conference
Central
Detroit
Chicago
St. Louis
Toronto
Dallas
Winnipeg

W
15
14
14
11
9
9

L
6
8
7
10
12
12

Pacific
Calgary
Vancouver
San Jose
Edmonton
Los Angeles
Anaheim

W
11
7
9
9
7
6

L
9
8
11
12
11
U

Eastern Conference
Pts
32
30
29
26
21
21

T
2
2
1
4
3
3
T
4
7
2
2
4
2

Pts
26
21
20
20
18
14

NBA

Northeast
Quebec
Pittsburgh
Boston
Buffalo
Hartford
Montreal
Ottawa
Atlantic
NY Rangers
Philadelphia
Florida
New Jersey
Washington
NY Islanders
Tampa Bay

W
17
17
12
9
9
8
3
W
13
12
10
9
8
9
9

L
5
6
10
8
13
10
15
L
10
9
12
11
10
12
14

T Pts
3 37
2 36
2 26
5 23
3 21
5 21
4 10
T Pts
3 29
3 27
3 23
4 22
6 22
3 21
2 20

Eastern Conference

Western Conference
Midwest
Utah
San Antonio
Houston
Denver
Dallas
Minnesota

W
46
41
36
29
22
17

L
16
18
24
32
36
45

Pet
.742
695
600
.475
379
274

GB

Pacific
Phoenix
Seattle
LA Lakers
Portland
Sacramento
Golden State
LA Clippers

W L
46 15
41 19
37 23
33 27
30 30
18 41
13 50

Pet
.754
683
617
550
500
305
206

GB

3.5
9
165
22
29

4.5
8.5
125
155
27
34

Central
Charlotte
Indiana
Cleveland
Atlanta
Chicago
Detroit
Milwaukee

W
39
37
35
31
31
23
23

L
22
23
26
30
31
38
39

Pet GB
639 617 1.5
574 4
508 8
500 8.5
377 16
371 16.5

Atlantic
Orlando
New York
New Jersey
Boston
Miami
Philadelphia
Washington

W
48
39
25
24
23
17
16

L Pet GB
14 .774 21 650 8
37 .403 23
37 393 235
38 377 245 .
44 279 305
44 267 31
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Do You Know UAO?
By Ann Kinder
When the University Activities
Organization was created in
" mmi^mmmW 1
1959, its only purpose was to
coordinate events for the Union. «,
Since then, UAO has expanded
to every corner of campus and Immt ■ K
currently has 250 members.
1 ■' mm,
mm
According to UAO Director Gale
Swanka, being involved means
more than just planing campus
events.
"When you join UAO, you
give yourself the opportunity to
make a world of difference on
>
campus," Swanka said. "Our
members also gain valuable leadership, time management and
organizational skills."
Jodie Castanza, President of
UAO, agrees.
"There are a variety of reasons
~*
that students should join UAO,"
ft.?.'"
Castanza said. "First of all, it's
\
fun, not to mention free. Students
can increase their leadership
skills, which is a quality that em\
ployers look for in today's
workforce."
.►A
/
UAO currently has 15 committees including: Outdoor Recreation, Campus Films, Perform- UAO involves hundreds of students on campus.
ing Arts and Publicity. There is
something for everyone.
"National studies show that
Last year, UAO sponsored 160
"We try to appeal to a wide
range of interests" Swanka said. programs, with over 35,000 students who are involved in col"We want to provide an outlet for people attending. Funding is de- lege do better later in life in terms
rived through student fees and of graduation and finding a job,"
creativity."
Swanka said. "Students can gain
various programs.
Castanza has gained valuable a better sense of who they are by
UAO is the only organization
on campus that provides programs experience from UAO and has joining UAO. They can become a
part of the whole college proenjoyed every minute of it.
that are open to everyone.
"I like the fact that the pro- cess."
"There are a lot of organizations on campus that do program- grams are creative, fun and edujoin UAO now and help plan
ming," stated Swanka. "We allow cational," Castanza said. "And
some of the major events in the
everyone to join—males, females, it's all done by the students."
works including: bringing the
freshmen, sophomores, juniors,
Anyone can join UAO at any- comedian, Carrot Top, to campus
and seniors. We also try to involve other organizations in our time. The office is located on the in March; Native American
programming through co-spon- third floor of the Union and the Awareness week and two Spring
Break Trips.
door is always open.
sorships."
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Treaf Yourself...To Homestyle Goodness

TODAY AT KROGER!
MADE TO ORDER!
Quarter Chicken dinners include
two side dishes and a biscuit!

qU/UlTH, CHKKB, PffCtt

I
SAVE
$1.00

DARK

TJTrL

Deli Italian Sub and
1/4-Lb. of caesar salad

CAESAR AND
SUB COMBO Each

s

Z

4\ *The bake-lt-Yourself Restaurant
Pizza. Prepared fresh daily for you to
enjoy at home. The best-tasting pizza
in town. GUARANTEED.

Sporti
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Jordan's legacy awaits him
Basketball's all-time greatest player has much to live up to
Hard to believe, but the moat
provocative story In sports at
this time last year was whether
Michael Jordan was going to
embarrass baseball. As It
turned out. baseball proved
more than capable of embarrassing Itself.
And Mike? He went AWOL
from the national pastime last
week. In plenty of time to find
another game to "embarrass"
and collect a whole new coterie
of critics. Surprising, most of
the people he left behind are
not among them.
"I give him a lot of credit," acting commissioner Bud Sellg
said over the phone Sunday
night from his home In Milwaukee. "Not many people have
the courage to try and do what
he did.
"I'm Just sorry It didn't work
out." Sellg added. "I thought It
was a real tribute to our game
that the greatest basketball
player In history wanted to be a
baseball player."
Exactly when, and why. Jordan quit wanting to be a baseball player has become the topic of some debate.
It certainly wasn't for want of
attention or ego-stroking. His

Jim Litke
games with the White Sox'
Double A affiliate, the Birmingham Barons, accounted for
nearly 40 percent of all attendance In the 10-team
Southern League last season.
His appearances with the
Scottsdale Scorpions kept the
Arizona rail League In existence, producing 80 percent of
the crowds In the six-team circuit and providing the opportunity for a who-knows-howmany of his cohorts to develop
major league skills.
But even before last week,
Jordan was tired of being
squeezed by the strike and Increasingly wary of the attention. In his statement, Jordan
blamed the labor dispute for
making it "Increasingly difficult
to continue my development at
a rate that meets my standards."
Considering Jordan's retirement track record, not everybody bought Into the statement
at face value.
One school of thought had
Jordan balling out of baseball

OHIO

Just about the time he came to
the realization he'd never make
the majors on merit. The thinking goes that Jordan, already
32 years old, knew he wouldn't
learn to track a big-league
curve In time, catch up to a bigleague fastball ever, or face a
big-league slider without his
back foot tap-tap-tapping an
involuntary retreat from the
batter's box.
These same people note that
labor dispute or not, Jordan
might have returned to the
White Sox camp this weekend
and played In minor league
spring-training games — with
the union's OK — by the following weekend.
Although the finger Is pointed
in his direction, Sellg thinks
Jordan was telling the truth.
"I'm sorry that the labor dispute influenced his thinking to
go at this point," he said, "but I
certainly understand It
"He's a guy who's not afraid
to fall ~ but that's not the only
thing that makes him special.
There are some people who
aren't afraid to fall, but they're
usually afraid to succeed," Sellg
said.
"From what I saw, he was not

afraid of either."
The rest of us should find out
sometime In the next few
weeks. We know Jordan's standards well In advance. And
Judging anyone by those, Jordan especially, suggests he has
much more to lose than gain.
Baseball was an experiment
Basketball Is a calculated risk.
Our love for sequels Is matched
only by our disappointment
when they fall short of the original. And while there Is no good
time to put one's legacy on the
line, the chance to see Jordan
do so has given way to an anticipation exceeded perhaps only
by Muhammad All's comeback
after a three-year absence from
boxing In the late 1960s. He
has much to live up to.
Incredibly, "Jordan IF' won't
be the only major sequel
around. In a few weeks, Mike
Tyson will walk out of an Indiana prison a free man and be
a very, very fierce one when he
slips between the ropes of a
boxing ring a few weeks after
that.
Things are going to get Interesting.
Jim IMke Is a columnist for the
Associated Press.

Indians exhibit weaknesses

Continued from page nine.

but that was probably a stretch." tion show In a room at the
The Associated Press
coach Bob Hugglns said. "We school's sports building. They
would have liked It to be better, jumped in unison - causing the
WINTER HAVEN. Fla. - The
but that's our fault."
floor to shake — when Xavler"s
Last year, the Bearcats com- name finally appeared on the major league strike may have givplained about getting the eighth board, the 58th of 64 teams an- en replacement players for the
Cleveland Indians an opportunity
seed In the West Regional. They nounced.
"For 57 names. It was relatively to prove their abilities, but it also
went out to Ogden. Utah, and lost
to Wisconsin In the first round.
gut-wrenching." said Prosser. has put a spotlight on many of
"I was a little surprised and a who constantly shifted in his seat their weaknesses.
Baseball, with Its endless numlittle disappointed." forward Keith during the program.
"Once the Midwest (Regional) ber of games, usually takes Its
Gregor said of this year's draw. "I
wouldVe Uked a chance to go passed by, my hands really start- time, testing and probing for a
someplace I've never seen and a ed to shake and sweat really player's weaknesses. But for the
place I've never been."
started beading on my forehead." replacement Indians, the testing
already seems to have highlighted
Xavler (23-4) thought it would guard Michael Hawkins said.
Xavler. seeded 11th In the some problems.
get a berth after It went unbeaten
Eric Yeldlng Is probably the
In the Midwestern Collegiate Con- Southeast, will play Georgetown
ference, but started squirming on Friday In Memphis, Tenn. Xa- best player among the Indians,
after It lost to Wright State in Its vler Is 4-1 In their series, Includ- but he still has a difficult time
first conference tournament ing a win In the second round of catching a fly ball.
He's hitting .333 (ll-for-33)
the NCAA tournament in 1990.
game.
Miami (22-6) also had to sweat after going 2-for-4 with two runs,
Prosser and his players were
tense - wringing hands, pressing It out after losing In the Mid- a run batted In and two steals In
on their foreheads — as they American Conference tourna- Sunday's 10-4 victory over St
Louis.
watched the tournament selec- ment semifinals.

Mel Wearing has good power,
but he has never risen above
Class AAA In six years. The Inability to hit the breaking ball Is one
of the reasons.
In 1991. Mike Soper saved 41
games for Class AA CantonAkron. He received the Indians'
Bob Feller Award as the top
pitcher in their farm system.
Soper pitched a mop-up ninth
Sunday, but never broke 85 mph
on the radar gun. Usually, he
throws about 80 mph. which Is
far below the major-league average.
Dennis Hood runs fast and
plays well In the outfield. His
struggles deal with the bat. He's
hitting .172 with 11 strikeouts In
29at-bats.
Hood has had a contact problem his whole career, which has
never grown higher than Class
AAA.

Bengals might be moving
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - The city was late
with a payment to the Cincinnati
Bengals under a 1993 agreement
designed to keep the team In the
city, so the team Is free to leave
after this season, general manager Mike Brown said.
The city was several days late
with a $167,000 payment from
concessions revenues from Riverfront Stadium. Brown said Sunday In Phoenix, Ariz., where he Is
attending a National Football
League Owners' meeting. The late
payment means the city's agreement with the Bengals - which
was to expire In 1999 - Is now
converted Into a year-to-year
agreement Brown said.
"It was made clear to the dty

AT Miolo/TimoUy Boyta

Michael Jordan antraa at the petto Canter In Deerafleld. III., aa he Jolna
with the Chicago Balls practice Monday.

that they were to pay the money
In full and on time." Brown said.
"It was paid a few days later and It
was not all that egregious, bu< It
created a problem for us.
"It means If we wanted to terminate the lease at the end of this
current season, we have the right
to do so. But that does not mean
that Is what we've decided to do,"
Brown said.
The Bengals and baseball's
Cincinnati Reds are co-tenants In
25-year-old Riverfront Stadium,
which the city operates and Hamilton County owns.
City officials said Cincinnati did
not break the agreement and the
Bengals have no right to void It
"We have kept our end of the
bargain, and It's time for the Bengals to keep theirs." City Manager

Begin Spring With
A Fresh Start!

A New Home!

John Shlrey said. "It sounds to
me like the Bengals are going to
great lengths to find some excuse
to leave Cincinnati."
"I don't know why Mr. Brown
feels compelled to say these
things. He has received almost $2
million. That's a lot of money."
Mayor Roxanne Quails said. "Our

position is very clear — there has
been no breach."
Government and business
leaders from Cincinnati and
neighboring northern Kentucky
and southeastern Indiana comprise a task force studying the
stadium needs of the Bengals and
Reds.

All players have weaknesses.
Some are bigger than others, but
the game always finds them.
Baseball Is slill working on pinpointing Joe Blasuccl's problems.
The Indians claimed him for
$12,000 from St Louis In the
Rule 5 Draft In December. He
started his career with the Chicago Cubs, but was released after
three seasons. The Cardinals
signed him In 1993, and he
topped out last season In Class
AA Arkansas with 15 homers and
48 RBI.
Blasucct. 24. Is hitting .440
(ll-for-25) with one homer and
eight RBI this spring.
"We keep saying, There must
be something wrong with this kid
because the Cardinals didn't
protect him on their roster.' " said
manager Mike Hargrove. "So far,
we haven't found It"
f Celebrating

St. Patricks Day
at
n
Starting Midnight
Thursday
Green Ice Beer Specials
7 Course Irish Dinner
Irish Daily Double
•
Irish Trifecia
Trotters Tavern Original
"MthNeettr"
Every Half Hour Guinness/
Trotters T-Shirts Designedly
World Renown Artist

John Gilroy
Will Be Given Away

Before Spring Break

"I've always been able to hit,"
said Blasucd. "It's the other parts
of the game that I've had to work
on."
Blasuccl said his decision to
become a replacement player was
easy to make.
"I did what 1 wanted to do." he
said. "I don't know myself If it's
right or wrong. If there Is any fallout. rU deal with It when It

IB®
(D<D<BD8
HI is

Summer
in our
Air

Comlilioneil

A pis.
Swimming
Pool, alllfl

on our
Convenient1
Campus
Shuttle!

Slop at Trotters for„

Winthrop
Terraee

, '•■mi
i,,.,1.1 . \ in
i
i
l.i.vn lee ll.vi

Apartments

Trotters
Tavern

352-9135

owntown BGJ

NG GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

ESWAL SERIES 1994/95
Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra
WUh Conductor Dennis Russel Dovies

WtartMckfy, Moral 2v, 1993
Of BpjTL

Kutwctoi Ital
Tkkah: $3 KJSU Studanfc
Prawned by the College ol Musical Am
To older ftckets. caH 419/372-8171
or 800/58O-2224

Classifieds
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•UMVBJSnVYMCA*
Come join trie Fun!
Tuesdays* I IS BABUg.
The party starts at 9pm
" Everyone Is Welcomel'
•"W-CMtUCA""
Next raHr« March 15m
• 9:00. Psych Rm.106
Ot. Efcabeth Semenchuck
wtl be spooking on
Betvjvtoral Medicine

Roundtabkt Dbcusston
on Job outlook
See you Itwwl
"Apple atlon Due"
Omlcron Delta Kappa
March 15 -by 5:00 pm
406 Student Services
'ANenlon Educator) Motors'
Bowling Green Student Education
Attoclatton is sponsoring a Spring
Mknlconterence. There wll be a
Make-It. Take-It tor K-6 and a
violence S Discipline Workshop lor
7-12. Everyone Welcomel Registration
forms available at 410 Education Bldg.
Attention Jewish Students:
Hlllel General Meeting Tuesday
March 14.9pm. 2nd (I. BA
Lounge. ?'sColl Danlele
372-6294 Al are welcomel

BS.su. Cceege Democrats
9p.m.ll6BA
The College Dems are on a roll Gil s time to
get excited
and come hear about our April Events.
(S Service United
Join us, Tuesday March 14th ot9:OOPM
on the Second Fl. Prout Lounge
We're going to be planning events for
National Service Week, coming Apr. 10-17
Together We Can Make a DHference

(GSUSkalngaub
TOMSHT
• every Tues. night - 9pm Ice Aiena
$2.50 plus •k at. rental
DM you know that »S% of al students In
post-secondary Institutions IVe AWAY from
the campus? At BGSU over 60% of the students Hve off campus. Come celebrate
with other off-campus and commuting
students on Wednesday. March 15th at
1130 a.m. In the Main Lounge of the OffCampus Student Center (ground level.
Moseley Hal). Join us for cake until It is
gone. BGSU Ofl-Campus Students DO
Count!
Commuter Appreciation Day.
Match 13-17. -98
Everyone loved her when she opened for
Rita Rudner on Parent's Weekend.
REMEMBER
BARBARA BAILEY HUTCHINSON
•the voice of Ha«mark. McDonald's,
and many more*
M CONCERT
TUBOAY, MARCH 2*. 8PM. KOMCKBt HALL
TICKEtl AVMLAMf NOW IN THE UAO OFFICE OB
KNACKER tOX OFFICE
ONLYJS.0CH
Don't mbs this encore performancel
Col 2-7164 or 2-2343 for Info.

♦

Phi Sigma Kappa
Good luck to Dave Rurbtel
Were all behind you!

PI KAPPA PHI
PI KAPPA PM

PH UPSILON OMICRON
Congratulations new members Beth Arn
Gehle. Beth Hammer. Kelly Kotopa)lo.
Melanle Paluch. Connie Sampsell, Stacks
Sykoia Stacy Houghton, Sherl Pablan.
Jennifer HHard, Kelly Duber. Sonia
Murphy, Laura Batesorv Faith Bryant,
and Jessica Lykowskl.
SPRING 1995

Come Join the Funl
TuesdavsrhllSBAbldg.
The party starts at 9pm

RecMalorsI
Come Join RMA
atBW-3's
Wed, March 15th
9:00 pm

AGD-AGD'AGD
Congratulations
lAMMYKELLEAN
for being selected
for MORTAR BOARDI
Great Job!
AGD'AGD'AGD

•UrMVERSTYYMCA-

Congratulations for raising over $3,300
this past weekend lor PUSH PUSH stands
lor People Understanding the Severely
Handicapped and Is a national organization
cAssated wim PI Kappa Phi.

"Everyone Is welcome!'

WBGU-FM Ml
There wH be a staff meeting on
Wednesday. March 15th at 9 PM In
121 West Hal. Al staff should plan
to attend espec rally If interested
In any executive partitions and/or the
future of WBGU-FM
WtSU-FMM.l

AGD*AGD"AGD
Happy
20th Birthday
USA NASH
Have a great dayl
AGD'AGD'AGD

WRGU-FMM.l
Attention all persons who are/have
been or want to be a part of WBGU-FM.
Executive staff positions now open for
1995-1996: Applications are available
In the studio In 120 West He*. All
positions open-no experience necessary.
Creativity. Imagination, and delusions of
grandeur are appreciated. Call 372-9657
for
more Info. Applications due: Friday,
March 17. Interviews wll bo hold week of
March 27th.
' The Shark Radio with Teeth
WtCU-FMM.l

Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, co-ed camp.
Pennsylvania. 6/22-8/20/V5. Have the most
memorable rummer of your If el Great opportunity for growth In personal, professional and parenting skis. Counselors
needed for Tennis. Swim (W S.I preferred),
Basketbal Softball Volleyball. Soccer.
Golf. Sell-Oef.nse. Gymnastics, Cheerleadlng. Aerobics. Nature/Camping.
Ropes. Piano. Guitar. Jewelry. Batik. Sculpture. Drawing/Painting, SUkscreen. Other
staff: Gioup Leaders. General.
Driver/Video. Many other positions. ON
CAMPUS MBrVKWt: Apt* 21st. Cal our office at 1-800-279-3019 to make an appointment.

IAIN

'84

Wednesday, March 15. 1995
200 pm State Rm. (Union)

LOST ft FOUND

yearl Tonight. 9:00pm 2nd fl. Prout lounge
National Service Week In Coming!!

Found: Black Leather Organizer
To claim call: (419) 257-9025.

SERVICES OFFERED
LET ME CLEAN YOUR PLACE
BEFORE SPRING BREAK!
FLEXIBLE AND NEGOTIABLE 352-6650
Pregnant? We can herp. Free and confldential pregnancy test, support, and information. BG Pregnancy Center. Call
354-HOPE.
Will do typing
S125/page
CalVlckl 352-3356

Did you know thai 16% of a) students In
past-secondary Institutions tve AWAY from
the campus? At BGSU. over 60% of the students live off campus. Come celebrate
with other off-campus and commuting
students on Wednesday, March 15th at
11:30 a.m. In the Main Lounge of the OffCampus Student Center (ground level
Moseley Hal). Join us lor cake until It Is
gone BGSU Oil-Campus Students DO
Countl
Commuter Appreciation Days
March 13-17.'95

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study Program In France
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
Informational Meeting
Tues.. March 14.1996 -9:00pm
1000 BA Bldg.
Stephanie Davis:
'' You'l never get another chance
to discover so much ot Europe and
experience so much of the culture
as you do on this trip."

PERSONALS
"Gamma PH Iota*
We love our pledges1
You guys dtd an awesome job
Painting the Rockl
•Comma Phi Beta'

WA NTFD - WOME N-S CLUB SOCCB COACH
For Fall 995 Season
Cat Erin 372-3708

■SLIMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED'
2 BDRM POOL AVC. SPACIOUS.
RENT NEGOTIABLE, 354-7705.

2-4 summer subleasers needed lor a 2
bdrm . roomy apt. Is furnished, has A/C
and is close to campus! Please call
354-1145.
Are you wearing your' 'BGSU Ofl-Campus
Students COUNTI" button? Avasable In the
Oft-Campus Student Center, ground level
ot
Moselery. Wearing It March 13-17th makes
you eligible for a prize from THE PRIZE
PATROL.'' Herp celebrate COMMUTER
APPRECIATION DAYS - wear your buttonl
Commuter Appreciation Days
-Great Cake Giveaway"
Main Lounge. Ofl-Campus Student Center
March 15.11:30 a.m. (II gone)

Sublease groovy rg. 2 bdrm. apt. summer
$330/mo., 1 -4 people, deck, pell ok,
prlvocy-above storage area In house.
354-7205.

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning

♦
«4

I Third St Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-

J

FREERNANCIALAJDI
Over $6 Bllon In private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. Al students
are eligible regardless of grades. Income,
or parent's Income. Let us help. Call Student Financial Services
1-800-263^495 ext. f55443
Omega Phi Alpha
Congratulates
KaraWlllams
on her engagement to
StuHudsonl

Opportunity Knocks.
Here's your chance to Join a tost
growing telecommunications co.
Be your own boss. Enthusiasm,
not degree required. Call nowll
874-3593or894-6716.
Painters, Summer Job.
Cleveland Area. Good starting pay.
216-2924980.
RESORT JOBS - Earn to S12/ht. & tips. Theme
Parks. Hotels Spat & more. Tropical &
Mountain destinations. Call 1-206-6324150
ext. R55442
Run your own business. Gain valuable experience whHe buldrng your resume. Earn
up to S10.000. Irrigation sales & Instalatlon.
Vehicle required. Cal Student Sprinklers
1-800-265-7691.
Sub needed March 23-25 for rural paper
route. S30/day. 3-4 hour route. Col
Kay 352-4636
Telemarketing Position Available
Evening hours. Whltehouse. OH.
Send resumes to: McVlcker Insurance
5826 WecVertyRd.WNIehousetOH 4367).

cub.

9:30anv6:30pm.

900 E. Wooster (next to Cafe Shadeau) 352-3365

FILM DEVELOPING

SUPER SALE!

Color Print Film Developed & Printed

1.99 3.99
12-15 exp.

24-36 exp.

CCXJNSfLOtS - IWTtUCTOM needed! 100
posWonsl Cos)a sunvnw camp. Pocono
Mms, PA. ©cod salary Zip* <»0«eBt-S3»9.
Earn up to S200u>/monttt working on
Cnjsse Ships or Land-Tour ccfnpanlrei
World travel. Seosonai & fut-ttme •rnpsoyment avctabse. No Fjrperlenc. necessary.
For information oal 1-2064344466 ml.
C8644J.
_^______

|

OPmrOR

ONLY TWO LEFTI850 Scott Hamilton.
Fum. 4 person apts. No pets. 10& 12
mo leases 287-3233/atler 5 287-4255.

Get ready lor those SPRING PARTIESI
Buy my stereo sysleml Dual cassette,
turntable, radio unit w/S dec CD player.
4 strobe Ight. Comes w/2 speakers.
S300O.B.0.352-2594
MAONTCWCofnpuler.
CornpWt system kvcuosna printer onfy

MM

Cal CMS al »W3-2»»-&6IS

x^ni sirMiinr.B
SUMMER
WORKSHOPS
POLS 395-

m mm

ITie PoUUcs of
Obscenity. Drug
Legalization and Civil
Rights (Dr. Ronando
Holland) will meet from
May 22 to June 2.
There Is an error In the
Summer Course
Catalog as to the
ending date of
this workshop.

COOPOI
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Anto Service
Centers

coupon

Add BrMdatiofcs 11.06
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•12" or FREE'i
Induces ol IsMr. up lo 5 qtj. o< at.'
cruesis luOe .no 24 pi stfety ospecSon. '
VreeeSKinyei^sassaAsdrMMoe.
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Additional Ptzzu M

LUBE/OtyHLTBtsTECML!

Applies to 3W Double Prints or 4" Custom single
prints from full-frame 35mm, disc, 110 or 126 C-41
process develop & print orders.

3/26/95 - 4/2/95

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Now renting for 1995-96 & summer 1995
2BR& 1BR units
Fully turn. & air conditioned
Convenient Location
Reasonable Rates
Call 352-4966

WE UjkONLY

"■ ■Commuter Appreclafon Days"Match 13-17, te
'•Weot-Youtlullon-WlnAPslie"

LUWCII

I ''"'^J- * f

Commuter Appreciation Days
"Great Coke Giveaway"
Main Lounge, Ofl-Campus Student Center
March IS, 11:30 a.m. Oil gone)

146 North Main Bowilng Green

Counselors Wanted. Trim down-fltneex coed. NYS camp. 100 positions: sports, crafts,
many others. Camp Shane. Femdale, NY
12734.(914)271-4141.

iLARGE
■ 1 ITEM

eligible lor a prize from "THE PRIZE
PATROL." Help celebrate COMMUTER
APPRECIATION DAYS - wear your buttonl

BJimmimijrpf

Catawba Wtstows Go* Course
NowHHng
(419)734-2824
2590 Sand Rd
Port CUntoa OH 43452

r "■

601TNrd-ltKlnTilUrn.-gfaos-12rno. be.
704 Flfth-2bdim lum.-9,12. smr. leases.
7t0Sevenm-2bdrmunlum.-12mo. lease.
312-3441 -NO UTS

'SSCavoler, 2DR Auto, Low
Miles, AC. 1 owner. SI000
354-2901 or 372-7022 Iv. meg.

250 COUNSELORS * INSTRUCTORS neededl
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono
Mtra..
NE Pennsylvania. Lohkon. Box 234BG.
Kent-tworth. NJ 07033. (908) 276W8.
Assistant Manager/Cashier
Local Gas/Convenience Store accepting
applications for one full-rime Asst Manager
and several cashier positions, both fulltime and part-time. Ftexble hours and
competitive pay. Al shifts crvotabla. No
experience necessary. Apply at Best
Western
Falcon Plena, Wed., March 15th between

353-0325 • CARTV RENTALS
Summer Lease avail.-1 or 2 bdrm apts.
$220 per month ak conditioning.
Single rooms-$l 10/mo lst8wk. session only

Subleasing 1 bdrm. apt. Unfurnished.
$395 . olec. Pets allowed. Wheel chair
accessrble. Nice, quiet atmosphere.
Please cal 353-3410. leave message.

FOR SALE

Atlenton: Earn Money leadngBooksl
Up to $500 weekly. Choose subject matter.
For more detain cot: 1 -<206)-362-4304
ext E 0019.

F.O.'S CAMPUS CORIUEI

_

HELP WANTED
SI 750weekly possible
mailing our ckcukxs
For Info call 202-298-9065.

2 bdrm. 9 & 12 mo. lease Inc. heat, hot
water, cooking 4 sewer. Conveniently located - close to campus, library, A 1-75.
CloughS. Mercer. Unlv village. 352-0164

you

THE CLEVELAND YACHTING CUJI
Restaurant Servers, Bussers. Bartenders
Wll train quailed candidates lor summer
work experience at exclusive yachting
Training Dates: May 1 -15
APPLY NOW! II
Interviews Wednesday thru Sunday
2:00PM-4:00PM
200 Yacht Club Drive
RockyRrverOH44116

12 month leases storting May 19. 1995
122 N. Enterprise- 1BR. 1 person- $340*utll.
124 1/2 N. Enterprise. Elfic . 1 person$265 & utii.
1204 E. Wooster, 2BR. 2 person
$420 » utll
Steve Smith 352-8917

Are you wearing your' 'BGSU Off-Campus
Students COUNTI'' button'? Avalobie In the
Off-Campus Student Center, ground level
of
Moseley. Wearing It March 13-17th mokes

This Summer become a Reservation Agent
at the Red Root Inr. Corporate Office In Hllkord. OH. We are open 24hrs. w/ a variety
of seasonal hours available. Take advantage of a good salary & weekly Incentives.
Don't miss this fantastic opportunity! Cal
for more details
614-876-3372 or
61M76-3320, tWf. 4355 Davidson Rd. mNord OH 43026. EOE.

Summer subleasers for a 2 bedroom
apartment. 354-7508.

Erin Go Bragh Green beer. Guinness.
Harp Stack and Tans Fun Campus Poltyeyes
440 E. Court

Choose from choice apartments within walking *
»
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year ▼
1995-1996. .
♦

1 or 2 bdrm opts, or single room for male
Only a f.w left.
Cal today. 9or 12 mo. leases.
.
Catty lereols-383-0326

Female subieaser needed for summer and
lal 1995. Can Kalhy at 353-5674.
Leave message.

ftWmtitoVW

MID AM MANOR

NATIONAL PABKS HIDING
Seosonai»lul-tlme employment available

"•Commuter Appreciation Days "
March IS-17. '95
"Weal Your Button - Win A Pitte"

4

1 ond 2 BR apartments.
1 year, nine months, or summer leases.
352-7454.
1 bedroom apartment. Immediate
occupancy. Pets are alawed.
Ca»354J3800

at Naltonal Paiks. Forest! 6 Wildlife Preserves
Benefits plus bonuses! Call:
1 -206445-4804 ext. N55445.

"FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE"
1,2, or 3 subleasers needed lor summer.
House on comer ot Jackson and Napoleon.
S127.00/mo. utll. MorF. Big Yard.
363-6122-Sarah or Julie.

FOR RENT

Joe's Porty Store In BG. Must be 21 S5/hr,
pt.tlme. able to work days, nights 6
wkends.
Call
after 7pm:
419478-5660/419-533-7501.

-

For more Information call
Ed Miller 372-8198 or 363-3172
Dr. Chlffle 372-8180 or 362-O012

Hondo Accord H/Bock, excellent
cond.
Loaded I New tires, muffler, brakes, rust
proofed. $2000tsm.(419)372-0457, Amos.

Environmental Work
SUMMER J08SI
looking lor that perfect summer )ob? Look
not morel We have FT/PT jobs available
storting now or tor the summer. No Experlence. paid training. $325/wk.
l:3O-10:0Opm(419)-241-6587.

Summer 1995
RHia SUPPLY CO. kl
Ausssmuwii * eoordmon. OH
NEEDS: Freshman, Soph., or Junior,
>us., Mktg.. or Science majors
tor mmp ri fil srpu susee.
Summer tPPS, MJtVlsf.
APPLY IN PERSON Al THE STOSEJH

BC Service United
Don't just sit there" Get Involved with
the largest community service event of the

DM you know that M%of al students In
post-secondary Institutions IVe AWAY trom
the campus? At BGSU. over 60% of the students live off campus. Come celebrate
with other off-campus and commuting
students on Wednesday. March 15th at
1130 a.m. In the Main Lounge of the OflCampus Student Center (ground level
Moseley Hal). Join us for cake unit It Is
gone. BGSU Off-Campus Students DO
Countl
Commu-.r Appreciates Days
March 13-17. '95

Intl. Ld rotes aporv.
EARN $5-9 hr. working outside
w/ other college Students In Col. Area
Training provided. Cal Chuck O 2-1567
fa more Info.

WANTED

BEAPOMMERETTE1
MANDATORY ATTENDANCE TO ONE OF
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SESSIONS
WED MAC 159 15PM - I U BA BLDG
THU MAP 169:15 PM - 1 U BA BLDG.

l-*0*-474-M77

Tuesday, March 14,1995
! 0 00 am Campus Rm. (Union)

BE A MASCOT1
PICK UP AN APPLICATION NOW AT
405 STUDENT SERVICES OR MEMORIAL
HALL TICKET OFFICE. DEADLINE MARCH 17.

WOULD YOU KNOW IF SOMEONE
WERE CONTROUJNe YOUR MIND?
HSA Welcomes Steven Hassan
Former "Moonle"
Author, Counselor
Tues., March 2*. 1996
8:00 pm. BaNroom
It'sFREEl
EDUCATE YOURSELF

CAUNOWI

Please come to one at the folowtng two
sessions to leam the steps you must follow
In order to apply your trnonckil aid to your
study abroad experience.

AOII • AOII' AOII
Congratulations to Stacy Hubert
lor being elected
New Member Panhellenlc Council
Secretary.
We are proud of you I
AOn'AOI'AOII

1986 OkJsmocee - Dark blue, new starter.
new Ikes. S1400. Col 352-6177.

MOVING SAL£-30"x 30" Wood Oak Coflee/End Table, $40; 19" Color TV. $75; Day
Bed w/Mattress. $50: GTE Big Button Telephone. $20; Elbow Floor Lamp. $20;
Wrought Iron Magazine Rock $10; 35mm
Camera. $76' '83 Renault Allance Car,
new clutch (2wks old), tuned, kept In tiptop shape, heat/air. no rust! I Asking $1400.
will go as low as $1350. 4 Foot Snow White
DWARF (Doc) Stand Up $10. Stop by 1017
South Main St. (Charhg Cross) 133 most
days alter 6pm anytime to 12am.

PERWEEKOSMOBEI
People Needed To Do Fun.
Easy. Respectable Part or
Ful Time Work At Home.
24 Hr.Msa Gives Details

STUDY AMOAO
FINANCIAL AID MEETINGS

AH I want to do Is have some funl I
got a feeling I'm not the only one...
Professional good looking, trim, white
male, age 25. Interested In having fun.
females please send letter and photo to:
P.O. Box 192. Flndtay, OH 45839.

MACINTOSH system 7, MS Word/Excel
MocOraw, MacTerminal Grammar Check.
4MBRAM. S3S0.372-5156.

•3604400

SmorgasbordPtzza. Soup, Salad $3.99
11 -4 everyday. Campus Poly .yes
440 E. Court

BEACHEERLEADERI
MANDATORY ATTENDANCE TO ONE OF
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SESSIONS
WED MAC 29 f 15 PM - 114 BA BIDS.
THU MAR309:16P.M.-114iABIDS

WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS
Wed.. March 15. 7:30pm. 102 BA.
Speaker: Dr. Vickie Rutleage-Shlelds.
Mass Comm. Professor.
Topic: Portrayal of Women * Men t-i
Advertising.

• NOWRENTING»

!

Congratulations to Steve Bksckbum
and Brad Fredrick lor brlnoina home
the Doubles 'A' Pool Intramural
CNampsonshlp.

PI KAPPA PM

"Purchasing CU> Meeting"
Tuesday. March 14 at 7:00p.m.

«*E«t«ERII ALMOST HERE)
Come find out where the biggest
St. Patrick's Day Party will bel
Tues.. March 14 9:30 pm In 103 BA.
Join the KSSUKtlSH CUJt
today I See you there!

PI KAPPA PM

•Samma PNIetalho sisters of Gamma Phi Beta
would Hce to wish everyone a
Happy St. Patrick's Day!
•Gamma Phi Be la"

IN THE MOOD FOR A LITTLE INTERCOURSE?
Come and |ot-i us far a
HOMKXJMsrWltMFtANNMOMEETINOI
8PM-9PM TUESDAY
UAO OFFICE. UNION
MAR. 14
cal 2-2343 for tnlo
JOIN US IN CROUP FUNI

CAMPUS EVENTS

* 352*5166,

Ttu7« Doe* It Riohtl

353-2444
1087 S. MAIN STREET
Nixl to Pirn Hut

FHEE SHUTTLE SEnVtCtl

nasvnrmsMcnmi
Kl 0BU0ATI0H ESTIMATES!
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

